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W H I L E M A N Y U S E T H E N O T O R I O U S H A S H TA G T O E X P R E S S T H E I R T R U E
FEELINGS. BEFORE DELVING INTO THE 2015 D&M MAGAZINE, GET TO KNOW
T H E S TA F F A L I T T L E B I T B E T T E R A N D F I N D O U T H O W W E R E A L L Y F E E L .

Buy one, get a free
mini size with one
topping every
Thursday with your
college ID!
*university city location only
*through november 1st, 2015
Rittenhouse Square
20th and Locust Streets
(215) 307-3943

N E T F L I X M A R AT H O N S

OVER-THE-KNEE SOCKS

AFTER A TOUGH WEEK OF NONSTOP WORK

NO, MY THIGHS DON’T GET COLD.

Y O U D E S E R V E T O K I C K B A C K A N D WAT C H

YES, I KNOW I LOOK LIKE A HYBRID

Y O U R F AV O R I T E T V - S H O W . A L L 9 S E A S O N S . . .

OF A SCHOOLGIRL AND CHER FROM

WITH 22 EPISODES EACH. DON’T JUDGE, YOU

C L U E L E S S , L I K E T H AT ’ S N O T T H E P O I N T.

KNOW YOU DO IT TOO.

#NOSHAME

–PM

BEYONCÉ

#ASIF

–CR

UBER

B E Y O U R S E L F. U N L E S S Y O U C A N B E

MY UBER SHOULD BE HERE IN

B E Y O N C É . A L WAY S B E B E Y O N C É .

1 MINUTE AND 13 SECONDS.

#IWOKEUPLIKETHIS

–TB

MAN BUN

#PERSONALDRIVERPLEASE

–NM

KIND BARS

YOU KNOW YOU WISH YOU COULD PULL OFF

Y E S , I J U S T PA I D T W O D O L L A R S F O R O N E

THE HOLY GRAIL OF ALL BUNS—THE MAN BUN,

G R A N O L A B A R . Y E S , T H E Y A R E T H AT G O O D .

#DUH

–JF

#BEKIND

–AG

University City
32nd & Chestnut Streets
(267) 639-5287

Amazing Frozen Yogurt
and Gelato from Italy.
A top quality, light and
flavorsome product
containing probiotics.
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DREXEL SENIORS AND CHAKRA
FITWEAR FOUNDERS,
A S H L E Y R E VA Y A N D E R I N M O F F I T T
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JULIANA LOIACONO

CHAKR A
FIT WEAR

LEAH BANK

DREXEL ENTREPRENEURS ARE THE BUSINESS
LEADERS OF THE FUTURE, A FUTURE MADE
GREENER BY STUDENT FOUNDED CLOTHING
L I N E C H A K R A F I T W E A R —I N T H I S I N T E R V I E W
WITH THE FOUNDERS AND DESIGNER, DELVE
D E E P I N T O T H E B R A N D ’ S E T H I C A L S TA N C E ,
D E S I G N I N S P I R AT I O N S A N D I N F L U E N C E F R O M
D R E X E L U N I V E R S I T Y.

A

fresh, new vision makes a brand. Hard work and determination
makes a business. Drexel entrepreneurs Erin Moffitt and Ashley
Revay are working toward creating a successful brand, while still
being in school. They are the founders of Chakra Fitwear, an activewear
line created with environmental and philanthropic goals in mind. They are
proving that they have what it takes to create a sustainable business even
before graduating from college.
Both Moffitt and Revay are entrepreneurial majors, with minors in legal
studies and accounting and environmental studies, respectively. The idea
came to fruition once confronting a serious dilemma within the fitwear industry. “I am a certified personal trainer,” Moffitt proclaimed, “I was sick
of the two extremes of workout gear: dirt cheap or ridiculously expensive.”
With a price-conscious consumer in mind, they decided to create a
product to fill the void in a volatile market while on a mission to better
the environment and empower women. Priced between $55–$65, Chakra
Fitwear products are made using fabric developed from recycled plastic
bottles. After running a 5k for Clean Air where shirts were made from recycled material, Revay realized that both people and the environment would
benefit from their entry into the niche market of sustainable goods. Revay
is the environmentally conscious force behind the Chakra Fitwear brand—
she knows that societal decisions are negatively impacting the environment,
and she wants to put an end to the deterioration of it. “Our production is
out of Seattle and New York. Having both based in the United States not
only helps our economy, but also allows us to take advantage of more sustainable methods of production.”
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FA S H I O N D E S I G N E R
CALLA MICHAELIDES
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“DREXEL GAVE
US THE TOOLS
TO HELP CREATE
SOMETHING
BIGGER THAN
OURSELVES.”

Not only are these young women trying to save the environment, but
they are also helping to improve the lives of impoverished girls. Chakra Fitwear has partnered up with Kasiisi, an organization that works with schools
in Uganda to empower young women by enhancing their sports facilities.
“We are pairing up with seven schools. Our mission is to give these girls a
reason to want to stay in school. Giving them the proper facilities is a good
place to start.”
The girls are growing up in a society that often practices poor hygiene
habits. As the girls mature and their bodies change, they begin to lose interest in going to school for fear of being taunted about things they cannot control. As a means of coercing girls to continue their education, this
partnership ensures that the schools will be provided with sports equipment, like for net ball, their main sport. “We believe that if you can sustain
a functional business and sustain your lifestyle, it’s unacceptable not to help
people in need,” Moffitt says.
Still, how do two college-aged girls come up with an idea this specific
and actually manage to make it happen? “This is not our first idea,” Revay
divulged, “This is just the first that we felt would be successful and make a
difference.” The two have always been a team—they first met during a meeting of the entrepreneurial organization on campus—and have worked together to build a business founded on the principles they learned throughout
their classes. “Drexel gave us the tools to help create something bigger than
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ourselves,” Moffitt stated. And this is just the beginning—the brand has
the potential to be greater than anything they could have ever imagined.
For a start-up company, they have quite an extensive product line.
They sell three different styles of leggings—capri, long and wrap long
pants—featuring five different styles designed by Westphal’s own Calla
Michaelides. The senior Fashion Design student, who knew Moffitt and
Revay from her freshman year dormitories, was approached to help their
visions come to fruition. “I knew that their vision was rooted in intricately printed designed products. That was something that excited me,”
Michaelides explained. “I also liked their business model—combining
both philanthropic and environmentally friendly practices. My sister is
a marine biologist, so her involvement in helping to keep the world clean
influenced my decision.”
The partnership proved to be collaborative at best. In the early stages,
Moffitt and Revay began by relaying their vision and inspiration to their
designer. “We were heavily influenced by yoga, Hinduism and aspects of
Indian culture. I am half Indian, so my background became a large part of
our design influence,” Revay stated. Once Michaelides heard their input,
she was able to take their dreams and make them a reality. “It became trial
and error as to what worked and did not work, both design and color wise,”
Michaelides said. Once she understood the design aesthetic and customer
needs, she was able to create a print from her own inspiration. “I was on coop when I started designing for them. It felt natural for me, after having the
experience I had, to design for others,” Michaelides continued.
Once Michaelides became familiar with the customer in mind, she was
able to create a pant design all her own. This lead to the creation of an aqua
blue pant adorned with chakra signs up the back of the legs. The pant designs range from a basic black legging with an elephant on the thigh to an
Indian inspired shibori legging with a henna print overlay. “Color played a
big part in the design. Being a startup, they wanted a wide range of colors in
order to appeal to an array of customers.”
A unique factor within the company’s framework is their desire to do
good throughout the world. “We want to keep our customers in the loop
about the good that their purchases are doing. Reminding them that they
are helping the environment and impoverished girls,” Moffitt said. With
this in mind, they hope that the hang tags on the garments give insight to
exactly where the proceeds are going, so that the customers know they are
doing right by wearing Chakra Fitwear. “We’re still deciding whether we

want to design a special legging with all the proceeds going to the Kasiisi
organization or if we want a percentage of each sale to be donated,” Revay
explained. Either way, the business model rooted in the desire for cultural
and environmental change shows how young people of the millennial era
can indeed make a difference.
With a business in the works, it’s hard to believe that these women are
just completing their senior year. With the major focus on Chakra, they
have found a way to make time for both school and work. “Having this business and applying practices we learned here at Drexel help us see the bigger
picture and everything that’s beyond college,” Moffitt said. “We’re working
hard in our classes, we just have a better sense of reality, that using the tools
Drexel helped us hone to create something bigger than we are.”
Revay praises the co-op program for giving her better insight on what
she does, and does not, want to do with her life. “You can only read so
much—being able to get out and work for six months in a real, functional
business gave us an edge.” Revay continued, “That time helped me, at least,
realize that I wanted to be my own boss. I didn’t want to feel unfulfilled, and
for me that started by creating something for myself.” Moffitt closed with
saying, “We would not have realized our passion for owning and operating
our own business without Drexel.”

Currently, the Chakra founders are using social media as a positive
means of getting the word out about their business. “We use our Instagram
to showcase the clothing, but also giving other entrepreneurs the chance to
see everything it takes to start a business. We want to give people a behindthe-scenes look into Chakra Fitwear,” Revay commented. Through their
continued efforts on social media, and through networking in general, they
are able to make connections with people who are positively influencing
their business. “If people see you working hard for a cause bigger than yourself, they are more inclined to help,” Moffitt said.
The entrepreneurs began by seeking funding through Kickstarter, the
online platform for people to raise money for a cause they are passionate
about or a business they are pursuing. Though they did not reach their goal,
they are working with investors with the hopes of gaining their footing in
the industry. They are also considering going the distribution route by partnering with retailers to get their pants into storefronts. With a strong partnership beginning in class and a foundation for business practices provided
by Drexel, there is no doubt that these business savvy girls will make it to
the top. Revay summed it up perfectly, “we have the support of our friends
and family, we have a thriving business and we know that through our hard
work and the kindness of others, Chakra Fitwear will become successful.”
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P

ersian Gulf War, 1990: Troops of
Saddam Hussein have just invaded
Kuwait, your native country. Suddenly, you hear a knock on the door.
Two U.S. officials appear, intending to escort
your family to the airport. At merely eight years
old, you and your entire family are forced out of
the country with no more than an hour’s warning to pack essentials into two suitcases. Unable
to understand the magnitude of the situation at
such a young age, all you know is that your safety
relies on this trip.

“ I L O V E T H I S C I T Y. T H E S U P P O R T
SYSTEM IN THE TECH COMMUNITY
L I F T S M E U P A N D I W O U L D S AY F O R
T H E M O S T PA R T, I T H A S H E L P E D M E
M O V E F O R WA R D I N M A N Y A R E A S . ”

HEAR HER

ROA R
I M M I G R A N T YA S M I N E M U S T A F A C R E A T E S A H I G H - T E C H
D E V I C E T O E M P O W E R W O M E N , R E D U C E A S S A U L T,
A N D T R A N S F O R M S O C I E T Y.

STEVIE GUARINO
JOANNA FERENCE
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After living in Philadelphia for close to a
decade, you begin applying to college, only to
discover that your family missed the deadline
to apply for citizenship as refugees. You realize
you’ve been living as an illegal immigrant and
immediately begin taking steps to correct the situation. But 9/11 takes place, and all applications
stall. As if your situation weren’t already complicated enough, your father abandons your family,
and you are left with no income and no means of
legally obtaining one.
This exact scenario may not directly resonate
with most, but it is the story of Yasmine Mustafa, the woman who fled to the United States as
a child, and defied the odds by succeeding as a
female entrepreneur in Philadelphia.
Growing up as an immigrant, Mustafa was
labeled a foreigner and a terrorist. As a female,
she was especially subject to sexual harassment.
“Women are constantly told not to stay out late,
walk down certain areas, or go out alone,” she acknowledges. “We’re encouraged to adapt to the
expectation of violence, alter our lifestyle, modify
our behavior and to carry a self-defense device to
protect ourselves.”
Realizing that women worldwide lack convenient access to reasonable self-protection,
Mustafa created ROAR, a social impact company
aiming to empower women through wearable
technology. Its current venture is a high-tech,

fashionable rape whistle. Synced with an app
on the wearer’s phone via Bluetooth, the piece
is designed to call authorities and alert assigned
contacts of her location at the time of activation.
The accessory also produces a bright strobe light
and a loud alarm to attract attention and defer
the situation.
To complement the gadget and further educate the wearer, the phone app crowdsources
input from locals to identify potentially unsafe
areas. Perhaps most importantly though, the app
aims to provide young males with educational
programs on respect for women, so that safety
devices like these are no longer necessary.
In a society where women are blamed for sexual violence, Mustafa realized an additional opportunity in making a large-scale social impact
with ROAR. “We’re partnering up with violence
prevention organizations around the world to
host educational programs to raise awareness of
violence against women and promote a culture of
consent and respect,” she says.
Mustafa’s plans for ROAR are driven by
her ultimate goal as an entrepreneur: to leave a
positive impact on the world and to help people. Originally, her entrepreneurship calling
was discovered after realizing the limitations of
blue-collar work. “There was a period of time
where I had to take under-the-table jobs,” Mustafa explains. “So I took any job that would pay
me cash. I made half as much as everyone else
and worked twice as much. I just knew I didn’t
want the rest of my life to be like that. I discovered I’m not a fan of authority, and working for
myself seemed like the perfect outlet to get out of
my situation,” she affirms.
Throughout her entrepreneurial endeavors,
her common link has been Philadelphia. “I love
this city. The support system in the tech community lifts me up and I would say, for the most part,
it has helped me move forward in many areas,”
she says. But with all start-ups come risks. When
faced with overcoming challenges, Mustafa takes
a step back and analyzes things that worked and
areas that could be improved. “After dissecting
it, I create a plan and try another approach. I’ve
learned that failing doesn’t make me less of a person,” Mustafa says. “In fact, failures are a good
thing when you can learn from them because
they help you grow as a person.”
useroar.com
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PHILADELPHIA HAS BECOME
A TRUE CAFESTREETERIA,
ESPECIALLY DREXEL
UNIVERSITY’S CAMPUS!
AT E V E R Y S T R E E T C O R N E R
THERE IS A FOOD TRUCK
WITH MENUS FROM
AROUND THE GLOBE. GET
TO KNOW THE FRIENDLY
FA C E S B E H I N D T H E S E
KITCHENS ON WHEELS.

IPHO SON’S KITCHEN

IRIE JAMAICAN FOOD TRUCK

A few months ago, Ca Son decided it was time to
try something new and opened up a food truck
that was inspired by his parents’ cooking, mainly the traditional Vietnamese dish called phở. In
addition to low start up costs, Son was attracted
to the ability to move from place to place, or to go
wherever the best customers are. For Son, cooking up big flavor in a small truck is no challenge,
he jokes “I’m little, so it is not hard, but if I was a
big dude it would be a challenge!”
Even though iPho opened within the last
year, it achieved early success. On Instagram,
the main social media channel used by Son,
iPho already has 537 followers, something Son
seems very pleased with, casually stating “so far
so good.” For his truck’s appearance, Son was
inspired by social media icons and the Apple
brand. Son’s unique menu was inspired by his
family, southwest Asian food that includes a mixture of Thai, Cambodian and Vietnamese food.
Son definitely recommends the phở, his truck’s
specialty, but the shrimp rolls are also a favorite year round. iPho is on Drexel’s campus from
Monday through Friday on 33rd Street, between
Market and Chestnut. On the weekends, iPho
can be found serving Delaware Avenue.

Directly from the tropical country of Jamaica to
the City of Brotherly Love, Irie, the owner of Irie
Jamaican Food Truck came to the U.S. pursuing the American dream. After a catering business and restaurant did not succeed, Irie got his
start in the food truck business several years ago.
Since, he has had enormous success. Currently,
Irie owns four food trucks and a restaurant in
Wildwood, NJ. In the future, Irie hopes to bring
the taste of Jamaica to North Carolina by opening a restaurant in Charlotte.
In addition to low startup costs, Irie chose
to enter the food truck industry for the freedom
that came with owning his own business. Don’t
look for him in the winter—Irie explained that
once the cold weather hits Philadelphia, he packs
up his things and heads south. He believes food
trucks are often cleaner than restaurants due to
rigorous regulations and of course, there’s less
space to clean.
Irie enthusiastically shared his new ideas
for dishes on his menu. What makes his truck
unique is the authentic Jamaican spices. Irie recognizes this is his secret to success because “without those, the food wouldn’t taste like truly authentic Jamaican food.” Irie says with confidence
that all of his menu items are best sellers. In fact,
he even tells his customers that if they were not
totally satisfied with their food, they can have
their money back. Don’t miss the pepper steak
with white rice and candied yams. The sweet
yams perfectly counterbalance the savory flavors
of the steak!

YOU ARE GUARANTEED TO
F I N D Y O U R N E W F AV O R I T E
L U N C H S P O T, A N D M AY B E
EVEN A FRIEND.

PRISCILA MACHADO
SEAN CLARK
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S T R E E T F O O D P H I L LY

JERRY’S KITCHEN

C H E E S E E . WA G O N

When approaching the corner of 33rd and Arch
Street, the crowd around the Street Food Philly
truck is sure to grab your attention. After passing
the line of customers anxiously waiting for their
meals, Mike Salten, a talented and experienced
chef, can be seen through the truck’s window
working to serve his loyal customers. After 15
years working as a chef, Salten saw a great opportunity to start his own business by entering the
food truck industry. Currently, Salten owns two
food trucks, Street Food Philly and Taco Mondo,
each serving its own audience. Each menu was
carefully selected by observing what was lacking
in the market and would be popular with customers. Salten described the Street Food Philly
menu as “global street food that has anything
from Southern food to Italian, and from Spanish
to Indian dishes.” Both Street Food Philly and
Taco Mondo travel all over the city, serving a variety of customers.
Salten believes that the low overhead and
startup cost for a truck contributes to the booming food truck industry. From personal experience, he found that hard work and experience
in the food industry delivers a great return on
investment. In this competitive industry, Salten
stresses the importance of making “the customers choose you and not the others.”
Since Street Food Philly targets the passionate people of Philadelphia, Salten felt it was only
natural to use Eagles’ green for the truck itself.
The decoration on Street Food Philly was also
meant to mirror the kind of food they make—
simple, clean, straightforward with no gimmick
to its design. When reviewing the appetizing
menu, Salten explains that he serves a lot of different food, but his burger, made from meat that
comes from a local farm in Lancaster and is made
with fresh pâté is a big-time crowd favorite. Other popular dishes include fried chicken and the
homemade pasta.

Scott Kaplan’s grandmother taught him how to
make omelets when he was just eight years old.
Learning from the best, his grandparents, he has
been a home cook and a foodie his entire life.
Kaplan started catering dinner parties for his
family when he was still a teenager, and in high
school dreamed of becoming a chef. By taking
on an apprenticeship at the White Dog Cafe, Kaplan learned being a chef was a lot of hard work.
When Kaplan, a Drexel University alum, came to
college he decided to study corporate communications instead of culinary, keeping his passion in
his own kitchen. After receiving his undergraduate degree, Kaplan went into sales.
It wasn’t until August 2014 that Kaplan
opened his own food truck and named it after
his grandfather Jerry, saying “He was my mentor, and loved food!” The concept for the truck’s
diverse menu came from his own personal experience: Kaplan and his wife have very different
eating styles—he eats all kinds of food while she
tries to eat healthy and is a vegetarian. It is very
hard to find a restaurant that they both liked. Kaplan wanted to create a place where a customer
could get a pulled pork sandwich and a black
bean burger, and have both be equally delicious.
Jerry’s Kitchen changes the menu weekly and
sources locally when possible. Kaplan recommends his chicken tacos to a first-time customer sharing, “the amazing goat cheese crema gets
most people!”
Kaplan has been impressed with the amount
of customers to visit since opening. When reflecting on his business plan, Kaplan says a fork
in the road will make him choose whether to dive
more into the food truck business, buying a few
more trucks and having different concepts for
each of them, or owning a restaurant and going
into brick and mortar. For right now, Kaplan is
just focusing on Jerry’s Kitchen and seeing which
road the truck takes him on.

Mike Sullivan, chef of 15 years, launched his
truck Cheese E. Wagon in 2013. Previously,
Sullivan served as head chef at UPenn’s cafeteria and briefly owned a restaurant. After closing
the doors, he drove limos for two years in order
to save up the money needed to open his own
food truck. With the help of some friends, Sullivan designed his own truck from scratch. He
took every detail into consideration. His friends
in the food truck industry would offer advice on
how to safely install the proper equipment for
cooking. For only $140, Sullivan designed and
painted his truck to look like an oozing, melted
hunk of cheese.
While Sullivan has cooked in less than spacious kitchens, cooking in a food truck is “a completely different beast” since ingredients cannot
be prepared in the truck. If any key component
of a dish runs out, the chef can’t just go get more.
In order to lessen losses, Sullivan was attracted
to ingredients that last for a longer time such as
cheese, his menu’s main item. Sullivan believes
cheese is versatile thanks to its relatively long
shelf life.
Sullivan saved himself tens of thousands of
dollars by building his own truck. Though Sullivan opened Cheese E. Wagon two years ago,
he is already in the process of opening a dessert
truck. Sullivan believes his most popular dish is
the quesadilla, partly due to the perfectly seasoned tortilla. With the exception of a few basics,
Sullivan likes to change up his menu and experiment with dishes to keep his customers interested. He enjoys fusing different types of food, such
as the teriyaki chicken and broccoli burrito, an
Asian-Mexican twist. Cheese E. Wagon can usually be found right on Drexel’s campus, offering
customers a delicious meal.
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THE
NEW
URBAN
P L AY G R O U N D
PHILADELPHIA HAS MADE A
G R O U N D B R E A K I N G T R A N S F O R M AT I O N .
THE ONCE BARE AND LACKLUSTER
S T R E E T S H AV E B E E N T U R N E D I N T O
A N I N T E R A C T I V E P L AY G R O U N D O F
O U T D O O R A C T I V I T Y. W I T H M O R E A N D
M O R E U R B A N AT T R A C T I O N S P O P P I N G
U P T H R O U G H O U T T H E C I T Y, I T I S N O
W O N D E R T H A T P H I L A D E L P H I A WA S
RANKED AMONG THE TOP THREE
PLACES TO VISIT IN 2015 BY THE
N E W Y O R K T I M E S . TA K E A L O O K
A R O U N D T H E C I T Y S O T H AT Y O U C A N
BEGIN PLANNING YOUR OWN URBAN
ADVENTURE.

JULIANA LOIACONO
LEAH BANK
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THE

D I LW O R T H

SCHUYLKILL

PA R K

BANKS

The newly renovated Dilworth Park unites the
city’s most defining building with the hustle and
bustle of the outside world. The park, which reopened last winter, features lush greenery and
boasts an interactive fountain which is replaced
by an ice skating rink in the colder season. Be
sure to stop by Iron Chef Jose Garces cafe, located along JFK Boulevard, for everything from
breakfast to dinner. With the warmer months
come festivals, pop-up shops and outdoor movie screenings. With the park conveniently located atop the major transit hub, people from all
around the city are able to take advantage of the
multi-seasonally intriguing attractions.

B O A R D WA L K
Forget everything you thought you knew about
walking trails—the new standard for outdoor activities starts at the Schuylkill Banks Boardwalk.
This 2,000 foot structure was completed in the
fall of 2014 and boasts wide concrete slabs that
resemble the boardwalks of the Jersey Shore.
There is ample space for runners, bikers and dog
walkers alike. The view from the boards is unlike
any other—you are treated to a complete view of
Center City, a beautiful sight both rain or shine!
Combining outdoor activities with a gorgeous
skyline will make for a wonderful day on the
boardwalk in the city.

MORE TO SEE & DO
WINTERFEST

PHILADELPHIA BIKE SHARE

Don’t let the winter blues get you down. Take a
trip down to the Waterfront RiverRink to get in
the holiday spirit at Winterfest. Whether you’re
taking a spin around the ice rink or grabbing a
beer and dinner with friends, this winter fantasy
will be sure not to disappoint.

The City of Brotherly Love is about to get even
more friendly with the introduction of the Philly
Bike Share. Take a tour around Philadelphia
from a new vantage point; rent a bike from one
of the 60 rental stations throughout the city and
pedal on! It goes to show that sharing really is
fun for all.

MINI GOLF
AT F R A N K L I N S Q U A R E

T H E O VA L

PA I N E ’ S PA R K
The skate park, which is adjacent to the Philadelphia Art Museum, is a concrete amusement for
anyone who enjoys being on wheels. This park
is rooted in creating a unified culture of skateboarders that empower one another to succeed—
both on the ramps and the streets. Community
spirit shines through at the skate park, from the
skateboarders to the onlookers; with the park
being an offset of the walking path, a welcoming
energy invites anyone to take a break and watch
as the boards roll on by.
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Putt your way around the “mini city” at Mini Golf
at Franklin Square. Attempt a hole-in-one through
iconic Philadelphia landmarks like the Liberty Bell
and the Art Museum. This 18-hole course perfectly
embodies Philadelphia, mixing American history
and a healthy dose of competition.

This seasonal outdoor pop-up space brings food,
friends, and fun together during the warmer
months. Let out your inner child while enjoying a
life-sized game of checkers, Jenga or Connect Four.
Feast on tantalizing treats from various food truck
vendors surrounding the concrete island. Soak up
the sunshine while partying on the Parkway.
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THE
CITY OF
PUPPY
LOVE

PHILLY

“THE PRETTY BOY”
C O R Y, 7
C A VA L I E R K I N G
C H A R L E S S PA N I E L

Philadelphia has many faces, which
show the effervescent personalities
that live here. Many of those faces
would even dare to lick a passerby.
The pooches of Philly live within
a large percentage of households,
while taking on the characteristics
of this historic city. There is a great
deal of ourselves in our pets, and
the puppies have spoken.

“He’s gorgeous… people have stopped their cars
just to see him!”

DEVON CARNEY
MADISON CARROLL

“THE
AT T E N T I O N
HOG”
B A I L E Y, 6

“THE CELEBRITY”

FRENCH
BULLDOG

MILLIE, 7 MONTHS

“She’s smart and stubborn. She
knows how to get what she wants
and will not take no for an answer.
She wants everyone’s attention to 
be on her at all times.”

PIT BULL
“Millie is Instagram famous! She gets 10 times
the amount of likes I do on all of her pictures.
Follow her on Instagram @millie_the_pittie!”
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“THE GRUMP”

“THE PERFORMER”

HOLI, 12

MORGAN, 11

PUG

BORDER COLLIE MIX

“Holi will bite anyone, she’s blind so sometimes
she even bites me!”

“I call my favorite trick her penguin pose... If
you tell her to sit and then put both of your
hands up in the air, she mimics you and looks
like she’s sitting there just like a little penguin.”

“THE CHEESESTEAK
CONNOISSEUR”

“ T H E S C A R E DY C AT ”

JAKE, 8

CORBIN, 7

GOLDEN RETRIEVER

YORKIE

“It might be hard to stand in line with a dog, but
it’s a life or death matter… we don’t mess around
with our cheesesteaks!”

“He is terrified of all animals
no matter what size.”

PHILLY
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GET
OUT
OF
TOWN
" N E A R O R FA R . B Y
TRAIN OR CAR" GET
OUT OF THE CITY IN
90 MINUTES OR LESS
AND EXPLORE THE
HIDDEN GEMS FOUND
IN THE PHILLY ‘BURBS.

J U L I A PA C I T T I

LEAH BANK
MADISON CARROLL
JOANNA FERENCE

M A N AY U N K

CHESTNUT HILL

DOYLESTOWN

G O By train, take SEPTA Manayunk/Norristown
line from 30th Street to Manayunk. 25 minutes.

G O By train, take the SEPTA Chestnut Hill
West line from 30th Street to Chestnut Hill West.
25 minutes.

G O By train, take the SEPTA Lansdale/
Doylestown line from 30th Street to Doylestown.
1 hou 25 minutes.

S E E Come to Chestnut Hill ready to shop until
you drop. The historic neighborhood offers nearly
ten blocks of shopping along the cobblestone
streets of Germantown Avenue. You’ll find a bit
of everything in the shops of Chestnut Hill: exotic
cheeses at Chestnut Hill Cheese Shop, quirky
homeware at Hipster Home and vibrant athletic
apparel at Indigo Schuy. Thrifters will find
themselves in an upscale consignment heaven, in
shops like Statement Boutique Consignment and
Greene Street Consignment. Potter-fans, hold
on to your broomsticks—Chestnut Hill is home
to the annual Harry Potter Festival. This twoday event, held mid-October, attracts thousands
of aspiring Hogwarts students and Quidditch
competitors.

S E E The lively yet quaint town of Doylestown
is known for its boutique shopping, delectable
dining and rich history. Both Main and State
Streets are lined with top-notch shops and
restaurants. Shop Sixty-five, named one of the
best shops in the country by Lucky Magazine, is
home to an extensive denim bar and expert stylist staff. The owners of Olive Oil Etcetera select
exquisite oil and vinegar from small California
farms. Customers can sample and purchase exotic gourmet flavors such as blood orange olive oil
and black walnut balsamic vinegar. Doylestown
visitors are welcome to tour the landmarks left by
Henry Mercer, 19th-century archaeologist and
industrialist. Fonthill, Mercer’s Palace, the Mercer Museum, and Moravian Pottery & Tile Works
are located just a few blocks off Main Street.

S E E Biking, boating and beer drinking, the
hip neighborhood of Manayunk has it all. Home
to the Philly Cycling Classic, the “Manayunk
Wall,” a part of Levering Street with a 17% incline, and beautiful riverside views, making Manayunk a destination for cyclists near and far. If
biking isn’t your thing, hop in a kayak and enjoy
a tour of the Schuylkill River alongside Hidden
River Outfitters guides. If you prefer to explore by
foot, be sure to visit the newly built eco-friendly
Venice Island Performing Arts Center and Recreation Park, which combines design and mother
nature to create a must-see attraction. Manayunk
is known for its booming nightlife. Check out the
Grape Room for local bands and jam sessions. In
addition to the party scene, Manayunk has a variety of fine and contemporary local art galleries,
such as the Bazemore.
E A T With 50 dining spots to choose from, it’s
hard to decide where to begin. Indecisive (and
hungry) visitors can hop on an eating frenzy tour
with Crew Philly Food Tours, which consists of
a tasting at six authentic mom-and-pop restaurants, ethnic eateries and local bakeries.
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E A T There’s nothing wrong with having
dessert first. Especially if it’s from Bredenbeck’s
Bakery & Ice Cream Parlor, which first opened in
1889. Nationally recognized by GQ and Food &
Wine magazines, Chef Charles Roman is cooking
up innovative American dishes at his restaurant,
Mica. Don’t be fooled by the small sign outside
of McNally’s Tavern, the pub is home to one of
Philly’s classic dishes, the Schmitter, a twist on
the Philadelphia cheesesteak. Patrons have been
enjoying the warm, casual environment since
its founding in 1921 by Rose McNally, whose
great-granddaughters now own the beloved
establishment.

E A T Whether you are looking for bagels, burgers or a brew, you won’t be leaving Doylestown
hungry. Enjoy freshly-made bagels from Bagel
Barrel, where they are wound and boiled right behind the counter. If your mouth isn’t watering yet,
Basically Burger has combined all of your favorite
foods into one: “The Ultimate Grill Cheese Burger” which consists of two grilled cheese sandwiches, tomatoes, sautéed onions, a hormone-free beef
patty, and of course, bacon. Maxwell’s on Main,
often called MOM’s, offers craft beer and delicious dishes with a taste of the south.

KENNETT SQUARE
GO

By car via I-95 South. 1 hour.

SEE Kennett Square, crowned the mushroom
capital of the world, is a small town nestled
amidst farmlands, offering fresh food, gorgeous
gardens, rich history and plenty of charm. Shoppers enjoy enchanting shops lining State Street
such as Eco-Boutique, Scout & Annie Vintage
Home goods, and The Mushroom Cap. Just ten
minutes from the center of town, Longwood Gardens is a must see attraction for visitors near and
far. The 1,077 acres of lavish gardens, fountains
and exhibits is recognized as one of the world’s
premier horticultural centers. Aspiring wine connoisseurs can explore local vineyards and wineries on The Brandywine Valley Wine Trail. History buffs should take advantage of the narrated
bus-tour of the Kennett Underground Railroad.
Annually, the town hosts events to celebrate the
area’s vibrant culture such as the Mushroom Festival, held early September, Kennett Square’s Art
Stroll, held the first Friday of each month, and
Kennett Brewfest and Winterfest, taking place
each October and February.
E A T Kennett Square is known for Tulula’s Table and is a must try for food lovers everywhere.
The farm-to-table dining menu is customized
nightly to provide a fresh and unforgettable meal.
Be forewarned—Tulula’s Table has been labeled
as one of the country’s most difficult restaurants
to get a reservation, so mark your calendars now!
Portabello’s, another local favorite, stays true to
the town’s prized title, offering creative mushroom-centric dishes such as portobello fries and
mushroom crepes. Wherever you chose to grab
a meal, be sure to leave room for dessert! Spice
things up at La Michoacana, a gourmet Mexican
ice cream shop with unconventional flavors ranging from toasted coconut to avocado. Add a dash
of chili powder for an extra kick.

ARDMORE
G O By train, take the SEPTA Paoli/Thorndale
line. 15 minutes.
S E E Ardmore lies in Philadelphia’s wealthy
suburban area known as the Main Line. Come
ready to burn some plastic at your favorite stores
such as Kate Spade New York, Lululemon Athletica, and Free People, which line Suburban Square.
Be sure to pay a visit during the bi-annual Clover Market when you will find tents overflowing
with everything vintage and hand-crafted. Enjoy
a self-led walking tour to enjoy the historical elements and beautiful architecture this town has
to offer. View a variety of architectural elements
such as Frank Lloyd Wright’s Sun-top Homes.
Catch a show at the Ardmore Music Hall to see
touring bands and performers.
EAT Snap has combined your two favorite
things: getting exactly what you want and pizza.
Snap allows customers to create custom pizzas,
deliciously fired up in a brick oven. For French
food lovers, Á la Maison Bistro is a must. The
BYOB offers classic French comfort food in an
authentically styled atmosphere, complete with
hanging copper pots. Enjoy a fresh and flavorful
brew at Tired Hands Brewing Co. This brewery
may be a newcomer to the Philly beer scene,
but it has already been recognized as one of the
“Best New Breweries on Earth” by ratebeer.com.
Enjoy locally sourced nibbles alongside your
cleverly named pint such as the “Perfectly Preserved Brain.”
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LOCAL
INDULGENCES

PHILLY

1

CINNAMON BROWN SUGAR
FEDERAL DONUTS

6

$1.50 each

2

WA R M D O N U T S , D A R K C H O C O L A T E ,

PRIMA DONNA CHEESE
DI BRUNO BROS
10 oz / $9.99

R WA N D A R U B E N G E R A

7

R E A N I M AT O R
$12.99

SLAMMIN’ SALMON ROLL
HAI STREET KITCHEN
$9.78

C R A F T B E E R , A G E D C H E E S E . W H AT E V E R
Y O U R W E A K N E S S M AY B E , I T ’ S O K AY T O

3

I N D U L G E A B I T. W E K N O W J U S T W H E R E
T O F I N D A L L O F Y O U R F AV O R I T E T H I N G S ,

G R E E N T E A & S T R AW B E R R Y
ICE CREAM

8

F R A N K L I N F O U N TA I N

RIGHT HERE IN THE FOOD-CENTRIC CITY

SOFT PRETZEL
MILLER’S TWIST
3/$5.50

medium / $6.15

OF BROTHERLY LOVE.

9
4

J U L I A PA C I T T I
MADISON CARROLL

RASPBERRY MINT TEA

$2.50

PREMIUM STEAP
2 oz / $6.00

10

P I S TA C H I O O L I V E O I L T R U F F L E

5

YA R D S PA L E A L E

CHEESESTEAK
OVERBROOK PIZZA
$6.50

MARCIE BLAINE ARTISANAL
C H O C O L AT E S
16 pieces / $29.99

1

2

3

5

4
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6

9

7

8

10
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NICHOLAS MASSARELLI
S E A N M U R R AY

BRUCE POLLOCK IN HIS
STUDIO AND HOME IN
NORTHERN LIBERTIES

BRUCE
POLLOCK
A R T I S T A N D E D U C AT O R

I

n a world where technology can make just about everything more efficient, Bruce Pollock
spends endless hours in his studio meticulously hand painting geometric patterns and abstract
compositions onto canvases, often larger than himself. Pollock is also a Visual Studies professor
at Drexel University. When you see his work the only thing you will wonder more than “why?” is
“how?” His work has been in exhibits all over the world in galleries and museums, including solo
exhibitions at the Santa Monica Museum of Art, the Delaware Center for Contemporary Arts and
Gallery OneTwentyEight. His work has been acquired by public and private collections including
the Philadelphia Museum of Art and the Pennsylvania Academy of Fine Arts. Teaching at a technology-oriented school to students who are well versed in the digital world, Pollock has his students
sit behind an easel and get back to the fundamentals of brush and canvas. The art world is currently
evolving into something new, and Pollock is working to prioritize the importance of learning how
to see like an artist.

When did you first decide that you wanted
to paint?
I was interested in art for as long as I can remember. As far as painting, I decided when I was in art
school. I won awards in high school for drawing,
so art was definitely something I wanted to do.
I went to the Cleveland Art Institute, and then
to the Tyler School of Art for graduate school,
and that got me to Philadelphia. I started living
downtown, in about 1976-77, when it was really a
kind of rough place. Things seemed to be starting
to get interesting, so I stayed here. I still think it’s
an interesting place to be.
Can you describe your painting style to somebody who has not seen your work?
Geometric and abstract are the commonly applied keywords. Natural occurring mathematical
systems, geometric imagery and fractal formations are the basis of my creative work. These
forms and patterns are found throughout the
spectrum of reality in clouds, rivers, cells, organisms and ecosystems. They constitute the visual
language from which my paintings and drawings
are made. My objective is to link art to the depths
of human experience and raise the viewer’s
awareness into a perception of the infinite.
Will you briefly walk me through your typical
studio day?
My studio is in my home so my life and art are

integrated. I’m in my studio daily, some days are
long painting days and others are for contemplation. I enjoy living with the work and seeing it in
changing light at different hours of day and night.
Have you always painted in this geometric style?
I’ve always painted landscapes on the side. There
is work that I do professionally and there is work
that I do that is, um, recreational. It’s not like I
prejudice one over the other. The studio work
that I do is really based on geometric pattern.
What was your biggest career moment?
In 2010, I had a solo exhibition at the Shenzhen
Art Museum in Shenzhen, China. There were giant billboards of my paintings around the city announcing the exhibition and an art review on the
front page of the city newspaper. It was beyond
my expectations—a big moment.
What is your least favorite thing that someone
says about your paintings?
Well I suppose the worst word is probably decorative. I try and avoid that, the idea of decor. But
in a way that’s become a very “in” thing. Yeah,
decoration to me is kind of a bad word. Painting
can easily become decorative. Most often that is
where it ends up, in somebody’s house, as decor.
I think that some people don’t see beyond that
decoration, but there needs to be more than that.
I think that is more their problem than it is mine.
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A N I N - P R O G R E S S PA I N T I N G S T R E T C H E D
O N T O T H E WA L L S O F P O L L O C K ’ S S T U D I O

Do you think that you could live off a painting
career without teaching?
Well, I could. I did for quite a while. I’d definitely have to change my lifestyle. I’d have to leave
Philadelphia, it’s gotten much too expensive to
live here.
Is teaching secondary to painting for you?
No, I think that they kind of go together at this
point. Painting is a lonely kind of thing. It’s nice
too, I like the fact that in teaching you are in this
social environment where you can make a difference with what you know. I think that painting
makes a difference too, you know. I like to have
the balance.
When did you start teaching?
Out of graduate school. I didn’t find it gratifying, I didn’t really want to do it. I really wanted
to devote my time totally to my work. In order
to get by to do that, I did odd jobs. I did a lot
of exhibition preparation at the ICA, Moore,
UArts. Installing exhibitions. I later started
teaching for a program called Prints in Progress. They went into inner city environments
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P O L L O C K ’ S W O R K S PA C E I N H I S
NORTHERN LIBERTIES STUDIO AND HOME

and taught children art. I was teaching a lot of
emotionally disturbed children and these kinds
of situations were very creative. I was also invited by the Pennsylvania Prison Society to work
on a prison arts project for many years. I began
teaching inmates in Holmesburg and different
places within the Philadelphia prison system.
Around that time I started teaching as an adjunct at Drexel. This was at a time when Drexel was growing and expanding, and I feel like I
grew into that with Drexel.
How does teaching and seeing people try to
paint affect how you paint?
I don’t look at it as if my students are trying to
paint, I look at it as if they are painting. Technique can be over estimated. Some people can
put too much emphasis on technique. I think that
it is more the sincerity of the student or artist. The
originality of the ideas that make the work successful. It’s not just trying to perfect skills. When I
was in high school I thought that Andrew Wyeth
was the greatest. I thought the sun set on him because to me there was emotion in the work and
there was skillfulness. The skillfulness is neces-

sary, but it’s not the only thing. I think you need
to learn the skill until you find the voice of what
you want to say. If you have the skill, you can say
it in a more clear and concise way.
Do you believe it is valuable for a design student to take a painting class?
Yeah, I think there is an immense amount you
can learn from painting, I think a lot of it is just
about learning how to see. We are all born with
eyes. Not everybody actually uses them and sees.
They look but they don’t see. Seeing requires some
penetration of mind. I think that’s what painting
does, it can teach you how to really look at things,
and really look at light, and really look at the subtlety of color, and really look at how images are
constructed. It’s an investigation of reality, and I
think it will always be practiced out of that.
When do you think a student’s work is successful?
I think it’s successful when they learn something
from it. When it teaches them something. It requires being rigorous with it and asking questions about painting, and not just looking for easy
answers. It requires an investigation.

How do you judge success with your own work?
Work that is successful to me is when I finish it,
it surprises me. Successful work leads to other
work. I’ve kind of always followed my own path,
which has caused my work to shift over the years
because I need to keep on track for what is really inspiring for me, and that takes me in some
odd directions. I’ve done bodies of work over the
years that have sold very well, and I’ve done some
that people didn’t have any interest in.
What are you working toward with painting?
Really it’s just a response to curiosity. I have a
deep curiosity about the world, a lot is grounded in nature. Art for me is just a way of being
engaged with that curiosity. It’s like I’m in a
conversation with the environment that I live in.
Painting keeps my mind alive and awake and it
keeps me looking and asking questions. I’m also
always looking and hoping to find others that
are inspired by that and get that out of the works
that I do. I occasionally see other people’s work
and I think, wow, I wish my work had that kind
of power or that kind of intensity, but it never
works to try and copy another painter. I some-

P O L L O C K C R E AT E S M A N Y PA N O R A M I C
D R AW I N G S T H AT H E S T O R E S I N S C R O L L S

times go to Europe and go to museums and see
Paris and Italy and I see other people’s work and
I have all these ideas and I take all these notes
about it, and then what happens is I come back
to the studio and what generally happens is I just
start right where I left off, because otherwise it
is superficial. Maybe it changes the work in very
subtle kinds of ways, but really you have to find
your own voice and stay with it. That is what
makes it interesting, that there is some plurality
of voices.
What would your hope be for Drexel visual
studies ten years from now?
Well I’d like to see more accessibility to fine arts.
I think that it would be more interesting to find
new ways to integrate fine art into the design
programs. I think right now we give a strong
foundation, but I’d like to see more options, and
that there was more opportunity for design students to have access to fine art. It’s funny now,
how there is this separation. It would be interesting if fine arts were in the same building. I
picture a painting studio in URBN with glass
walls just as there are now. When you walk into

URBN now, there are people designing, modeling, building, people dressing mannequins.
What if there was a drawing or painting class going on in the same context? Those things would
tend to bleed into one another. They would tend
to inform one another just by proximity, just by
closeness. I wish that they had the space. As big
a building as URBN is, it’s not big enough for
all of us.
Do you think that technology will extinct the
classical visual arts?
The relevance of classical methods goes up and
down. Right now there is a lot of painting going
on, but it’s like we are in this post-historical period where there are people painting frescoes in
Renaissance styles, super realists paintings, abstract expressionist paintings, people are painting
unlike paintings ever seen, and there really isn’t a
sense that there is a right, or most popular kind
of thing.
brucepollock.com
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LEGENDARY FREE JAZZ
M U S I C I A N M I L F O R D G R AV E S
P E R F O R M I N G AT P H I L A D E L P H I A’ S
B A R T R A M ’ S G A R D E N A S PA R T
O F A R S N O VA ’ S N E W P A T H S
F E S T I VA L , 2 0 1 4 .

B R I N G I N G J A Z Z A N D E X P E R I M E N TA L
MUSIC TO A VENUE NEAR YOU.

MADISON CARROLL
MADISON CARROLL
R YA N C O L L E R D

A R S N O VA

ART & MUSIC

A

t a time when some might think of jazz as either dead or backimprovising to the healing of one’s body by studying the heartbeat and conground music—music to do homework, eat fancy meals, or ride necting your own improvising and performing practices to your own interan elevator to—Ars Nova Workshop (ANW) implores local
nal rhythm and health. He’s doing all this great work connecting botany and
audiences to actively experience the sounds that have electrified this city’s health and the heart to these very important traditions in jazz.” With this
legendary music scene. As a local nonprofit curating shows around the city, in mind, Ars Nova invited him to Philadelphia to connect with the historic
ANW seeks to elevate jazz to its previous glory as well as push it in new,
Bartram’s Garden and present an intimate solo performance where Ameriever-evolving directions. But when one talks jazz, one does not stop at jazz.
can botany started. “Consider that history, that environment, and what has
The performances hosted by ANW often defy genre, resulting in the evhappened there as this 80-year-old man performs in his very peculiar…
er-elusive term, experimental music. What is experimental music? A numwell, unique doesn’t even begin to describe the drumming elements and his
ber of strange ideas and misconceptions may
approach to performing. And in between his
come to mind, typically involving a small,
songs he’s talking—he’s telling stories. He’s
stoned crowd of youths in the back room of
creating an even greater context than we [cuan independent coffee shop with an array of
rators] could have ever considered.” With a
objects that no one had previously conceived
drum set built, painted and decorated himof as musical. To ask someone to define “exself, as well as percussion instruments from
perimental music” is a tall order, if not someall over the world, “He’s kind of like a mad
what of an oxymoron—but when Ars Nova
professor in a way. It just can never happen
founder/Artistic Director/Drexel alum Mark
again like that.”
Christman talks experimental music, he reThese elements of originality and unique
fers back to its relationship with jazz. “It’s all
improvisation are essential to the organizaconnected,” he says, referring to a composer
tion’s mission. While there’s a certain satisfacwho performs primarily using a laptop and
tion in going to a show where performances
electronics, but whose improvisation and
match studio recordings and everyone can
compositional work draws upon many of the
hold hands and sing along to the hits, Ars
techniques that jazz musicians have used for
Nova performances seek to present somedecades. “I think that there is a lot of excitthing more unexpected… but that shouldn’t
ing music that relates to jazz, especially free
scare anyone away. “I think the least initiated
jazz and the avant-garde, that can make the
person can go to a show that they may be sort
conversation around jazz and its importance
of scared about… not knowing the outcome
today more interesting and more relevant.”
should be part of the excitement.”
For Christman, it seems that the curatoriChristman refers to analogies of movies
al decisions that go into showcasing this work
and other modes of amusement. “I mean,
MARK CHRISTMAN,
are equally as imperative in creating such
people line up for haunted houses, you
ANW’S EXECUTIVE ARTISTIC DIRECTOR
conversations—the location, line-up and
know?” It’s true that even in the most basic
audience are all taken into thoughtful consideration to make shows concepand popular of pop culture, we define the most valuable experiences as those
tually dynamic. Whether it’s bringing two very different musicians together that present us with something unexpected—even when we might be ex(like legendary jazz guitarist Bill Frisell and a young fiddle-and-banjo-playpecting the unexpected. “So why not go to a performance and watch someing Sam Amidon), or holding shows in unlikely venues (like Bartram’s Garthing magic happen in front of your eyes. Watch something develop that
den, the oldest surviving botanical garden in North America), ANW seeks nobody knew was going to happen. Listen to an entire story unfold that only
to create new and active dialogue around the music they present. “Putting
this audience in this place gets to experience.”
these artists in these peculiar settings and in these contexts, we’re trying to
Though there are plenty of times when the sounds might be challengnot only elevate the work, but present it in a way that is meaningful and ing, Christman suggests that, like anything new and challenging, you just
relevant, and even uniquely Philadelphian.”
have to have to sit, watch and listen—have some patience and let it happen,
One of Christman’s favorite Ars Nova performances brought musician
and embrace the unexpected. To use a clichéd phrase, let it wash over you.
Milford Graves to a small, intimate audience at Bartram’s Garden. “Last
Christman recalls a specific remark made by a guest who worried that from
spring...” Christman pauses as he fumbles to find the words to describe the
a distance, an Ars Nova show seemed kind of like eating broccoli.
performance. “One of the most, if not the most important living drum“Like it’s going to class or something—a class you don’t like. But this is
mer of American jazz, free jazz in particular, is a drummer by the name of way better than going to a class that you do like. You’re going to walk away
Milford Graves.” Although he’s based in New York, it’s been decades since
from it rethinking the way you appreciate sounds and music-making and
Graves last played a Philadelphia venue. He’s playing live shows less and less
art. And that can even be applied to other things—how we view people, othfrequently, and recording even less often. “He performed with the greats— er worlds… Perhaps this music, explicitly or not, can help us be a little more
he’s one of the greats himself. He performed on many of the seminal ’60s and thoughtful in the way in which we listen, even to other people.”
’70s recordings that are out there that relate to the history of free jazz and
He pauses, before finally adding, “And this shit’s just fun. Seriously. It’s
the avant garde.” All this considered, it was no small deal bringing Graves to
all just fun.”
Philadelphia—but simply hosting the show in one of Philadelphia’s typical
venues was not enough. “He’s also done a lot to connect performing and arsnovaworkshop.com
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MODERN BASEBALL
J A C L Y N F L E U R A N T 		

LEAH BANK

Drexel University students Brendan Lukens, Jake Ewald, Ian Farmer and
Sean Huber started the band Modern Baseball in the hope of bringing
quality ‘Pop-Punk’ back onto the music scene. Since their 2012 debut album Sports, Philadelphia’s Modern Baseball has gained recognition as one
of the youngest groups in the punk scene today. The audience easily relates
to their humorous, yet honest lyrics. Love, heartbreak or the future, Modern
Baseball lyrically presents life in a brutally honest way. In “You’re Gonna
Miss It All,” the lyrics “I hate worrying about the future ’cause all my current
problems are based around the past,” boldly point out what’s on most twenty-somethings’ minds. But it’s okay, because in the wise words of Modern
Baseball “whatever, forever.”
Modern Baseball captures the essence of the millennial generation with
their relevant and catchy tunes. “People say we are relatable which is super
cool,” said Lukens, the lead vocalist of the band. Despite this, their daily lives
aren’t exactly relatable to most college kids. Even before getting their college
diplomas, the group toured the nation with The Wonder Years on the Greatest Generation tour. All but three shows sold out. The band also recently
played with Taking Back Sunday for the first of two times this year, which
Lukens calls “pretty crazy.” This is all still very surreal for the band. How
could it not be, though? From performing shows in their basement to headlining on tour, it seems that Modern Baseball is already hitting a home run.
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W. C . L I N D S AY
J A C L Y N F L E U R A N T 		

W.C. Lindsay started out as a one-man show, titled after the mastermind
behind it all, William Charles Lindsay. But as the live show evolved, it became apparent that it was much more than a solo act. “I was performing
with a consistent group of dudes,” Lindsay says. The Philadelphia based
electro-pop project came to life at Drexel, where the band mates met, and
ever since, there was no going back. Now, George Legatos and Richie Straub
make music that Lindsay calls “Dance Punk, and The Beastie Boys watching
The Breakfast Club at Warped Tour.”
It’s difficult to imagine the transition from a solo project to a band, but
Lindsay enjoys the music-making process as a team. “The live aesthetic is
so much more intense with a band, and that’s what we wanted to create and
exude. We all listen to different types of music, and when we come together
we feel that we are genuinely creating something unique.” As W.C. Lindsay’s
music continues to grow into a collaborative effort, the band couldn’t be
more stoked, Lindsay proclaims.
With his eclectic music taste, the band is open to experimentation.
When seeking creative inspiration, Lindsay looks to musicians from all
across the spectrum. Mike Skinner, Tom Petty and Caspian “because they’re
dynamic monsters,” he says. He also looks to Pearl Jam, “because they always kill it and only do exactly what they believe in.” With inspiration like
that, it is no surprise W.C. Lindsay creates one-of-a-kind pop beats, which

BONNIE SAPORETTI

even caught the eye of Fuse TV. “That was a big moment for me personally.
I spent countless hours in middle school watching Steven’s Untitled Rock
Show, but I never in a million years expected my music to end up on Fuse.”
Especially fresh out of college, it’s a big accomplishment to have your new
single publicly announced by one of the most popular music sources. “‘Little
Ghost’ was also probably the most nerve-wracking song for us to release. It
was the first real rap song we put out, and the lyrical content is without a
doubt the most personal stuff I’ve ever written.” Having your most personal
piece plastered in front of the world is a pivotal point in a musician’s career.
Regardless, Lindsay says it was one of the most rewarding songs for him to
release. “Some people seem to really identify with it. Kids who are going
through some of the same issues that inspired that song will come up to me
at shows and want to talk about it, and it always amazes me that I was able to
get the message through and that it meant something to them.” Using music
as a medium for helping people is an aspect of music people sometimes
overlook. In Lindsay’s closing words, he leaves us with his wisest words of
advice to “party hard, be nice to everyone, and dance punk forever,” which I
am certain we won’t have a problem fulfilling.
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MY TYPE OF CITY
Typography surrounds us. It is the visual elements that make up letters, numbers, and words. It is not
merely limited to fonts, but it is defined by size, shape, texture, color and environment. Each letter,
number, and word visually recorded possess typography. We rely on type to inform us, to tell us
where to go, how to get there, what to do, and often more importantly, what not to. These utilitarian
shapes convey more than a language, typography communicates design. From commercially
produced billboards to a handwritten note, in this city, typography is everywhere.
NICHOLAS MASSARELLI
S E A N M U R R AY
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ENTREPRENEURS OF THE 21ST CENTURY KNOW HOW TO
UTILIZE THEIR RESOURCES. MEET THREE INDIVIDUALS WHO
H AV E M A S T E R E D T H E M O S T P O W E R F U L T O O L F O R
MILLENNIALS, SOCIAL MEDIA.

JACLYN FLEURANT
STEVIE GUARINO
NIKI HENZEL
COURTNEY ROSEN

H

ave you ever stopped to consider that maybe the person who
just took that awkward photo might be a blogger with thousands
of loyal readers? Or thought that the person next to you rudely
typing away on their phone could be Twitter famous? Probably not. In a
technologically reliant society where we are constantly told to step away
from our phones, our laptops, our tablets and our social media, always being glued to a smartphone is rarely viewed positively.
But why? Sure, we could be texting our friends or aimlessly scrolling
through Facebook. We might even be wasting our time away playing Candy
Crush, but are we? Maybe we’re retweeting an interesting article or perhaps
we’re interacting with our followers. There is another possibility: we may be
building our personal brand.
Today, millennials are constantly on the go, utilizing the Internet to build
an identity, self promote and even to land jobs. While most people will not
make a living with their social media accounts, many of us are beginning to
realize the power that lies at our fingertips. Social media is a virtual resume.
It’s a form of personal branding that surpasses the selfie, and positively influences the relationships of millennials, both personally and professionally.
Other generations believe we are so engrossed in our iPhones, or anything having to do with “I,” that we are incapable of successfully communicating in real time. This is simply not the case. The following are stories
about millennials who are making social media work for them, and making
money doing it.
Take Josh Sobo for example, a 21 year-old student at Union County College in New Jersey who is also a Social Media Influencer with over 66,000
followers on Twitter.
Sobo, who is known by his thousands of followers as himself, @JoshSobo, creates, markets, and films content on his collaborative YouTube channel
SDK, short for Settle Down Kids with fellow YouTubers Jonah Green, Joey
Gatto, Adam and Nick Buongiovanni, Ryan Abe and Joe Santagato. The collaborative channel creates content that Sobo describes as “comedic, but it is
unique because we all have different styles of comedy. Mainly we make vlogs
and sketches. Some of us are geared towards younger kids and some of the
guys are more mature with their content as well.”
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The impact of the Sobo’s YouTube channel helped him land a role on
a new YouTube web show called Royal Crush, created by the production
company Awesomeness TV. Sobo describes it as a “teaser series” to the Nickelodeon show also called Awesomeness TV, a sketch comedy show. Royal
Crush, where Sobo stars as a surfer, is focused on teen love, with plenty of
drama. It was filmed in Spain, Italy and France over the course of 10 days.
“A lot of the content they post on the YouTube channel is stuff they would
like to try out to see if it could get picked up by an actual network like Nickelodeon or Disney.”
Acting roles are not the only thing @JoshSobo has gained from his social
media accounts. Sobo has been approached by notable brands to help promote their product or service. Specifically, Sobo has been working with MTV
to promote a new television series called Rebel Heart. Additionally, Sobo has
been involved with up and coming brands such as, Daniel Wellington, Komono Watches and Profound Aesthetic. Regardless of the constant influx of
opportunities, Sobo is very careful about the opportunities he takes and only
promotes other brands via Twitter. “I prefer to keep my Instagram feed pretty
free from ads unless it is a brand that I really like, or if it’s something that
I could integrate into my feed.” Having the ability to make an income from
posting just 140 characters or less—don’t even pretend you’re not jealous.
Interacting and communicating with followers and creating a connection is easy for the Twitter connoisseur. Sobo shares, “Being able to tweet
followers back is amazing because I can build a personal relationship
with them, in turn causing them to care more about what I have to create.” Twitter has become a professional outlet for Sobo who uses the social
networking platform to “post, or share a video and instantly get feedback.
Also, when someone retweets a video, it is literally free advertising.” Like
many millennials, Sobo is constantly aware of the brand image he creates
on social media. Maintaining consistency on every social media platform is
important to Sobo; it makes it easier for his followers to search his name
and interact with his multiple platforms. Besides, he doesn’t really believe in
usernames that don’t represent his true self.
At the young age of 21, Sobo’s opportunities are expanding every day, all
through social media. Sobo explains, “The beauty of a website like Twitter
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is the raw connection created between the content creator and the viewer.” Perhaps it is this simple understanding of relationships that has allowed
Sobo to build such a strong online presence. Sobo is an avid tech-lover and
is extremely grateful for the endless communication outlets the Internet has
given him. Sobo shares,
“Social media has definitely helped me with my communication skills.
Twitter gives you 140 characters to pack in as much of a message as you can,
but that is everything now. None of my audience wants to watch a six-minute long video—that is too long. The attention span of people is shorter than
it used to be. There is no room for rambling or nonsense, everything must be
straightforward, and that only builds productivity in my opinion.”
Before you criticize millennial use of social media and question our ability to communicate in real time, you should know that in 2011 millennials
launched almost 160,000 startups each month, 29% of entrepreneurs were
between the ages of 20-34 (U.S. Census Bureau 2014), and Sobo is one of
them. It is this millennial entrepreneurial mind-set that is allowing aspiring
young adults to brand themselves and become, well, ‘insta-famous’.

“ E V E R Y T I M E I P O S T I A L WAY S T R Y T O A S K
MYSELF WHETHER OR NOT IT WILL LEVERAGE
MY BRAND. SOCIAL MEDIA GIVES US A UNIQUE
O P P O R T U N I T Y T O B U I L D O U R O W N R E P U TAT I O N
A N D D I F F E R E N T I AT E O U R S E L V E S . ”

How does your typical 21-year-old senior from the Fashion Institute of
Technology have so much power? The answer is simple, Instagram. Among
200 million active users, what sets Stefani Avena, popularly known as @
Stefani_Rose, apart from the Throw Back Thursdays (#TBT), Man Crush
Mondays (#MCM) and countless #selfies, is her use of Instagram as a virtual portfolio. Brands such as Aeropostale, where she currently works as a
freelancer in Social Media and Content Creation, have discovered Avena
through her social media accounts. “Within this role, I focus on assisting
my team in conceptualizing, styling and photographing original content for
Instagram and Tumblr. This includes everything from styling outfit shots
for the Instagram as well as independent projects I am assigned from my
team,” she says.
She also works as a style blogger for Aeropostale where she regularly
styles four or five outfits every two weeks for their Instagram. “This is fun
but can be challenging because I have to make sure it’s an outfit and style of
a photo that caters to Aero’s Instagram audience, which has two million followers.” To most, capturing the essence of a brand can be somewhat daunting, especially at a time when the company is rebranding. But for Avena,
representing Aeropostale has become second nature.
Avena understands how important it is to stay true to a target audience,
as she carries this idea to her own followers. With 16,300 Instagram followers of her own, Avena has become an expert at branding. She is humbled by
her enthusiastic followers, who push her to continue posting new content
and engaging with them. Avena credits her account for landing her the job
at Aeropostale. “My Instagram is part of the reason that I have been able to
get a position at Aeropostale within their social media department… I explained how I have used social media in my life to build a following through
my content. They knew I was ambitious and ready to help the company
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through their period of rebranding.” As social media becomes a necessary
marketing component for brands, having an entrepreneurial mentality for
social media is becoming a necessity in the job market, almost as important as references. While personal recommendations are imperative, having
thousands of people vouch for your brand on social media is impressive, to
say the least.
Aeropostale is not the only venture Avena has landed through her Instagram, she also uses her account to promote products for various brands.
With a conscious effort to keep her followers happy, she tries to avoid having
her account look like an advertisement. Instead, she incorporates products,
such as a Daniel Wellington watch, into her photos and shares promotional codes with her followers. Avena has also enjoyed a creative partnership
with a fashion inspiration and shopping app, Stylekick. In order to maintain
credibility with her loyal followers, she is careful to promote only brands
that fit her aesthetic.
Avena shares, “Every time I post I always try to ask myself whether or
not it will leverage my brand. Social media gives us a unique opportunity
to build our own reputation and differentiate ourselves.” This type of strong
online branding requires you to be constantly plugged in. However, in a
world where no one is willing to put down their phone, one must stay involved in order to be considered relevant. Social media is the new form of
networking, and those who don’t participate may be left behind. So before
you post on Instagram, instead of pondering over a filter for twenty minutes,
ask yourself if your image says a thousand words about your personal brand.
We already know from @JoshSobo and @Stefani_Rose that great online
branding can turn a profit, but what if it was possible to make more money
than your parents during your teenage years? As crazy as it sounds, this new
normality is occurring, and social media is to blame—or thank. As a generation, these creatively inclined, yet business savvy millennials view the world
in front of them limitlessly. Give them a computer and watch the ideas flow,
and their bank accounts grow.
Josh Chomik, more commonly known as TheComputerNerd01, has
over one million subscribers on YouTube. At just 14, his relationship with
YouTube began. That was in 2007, when The OC had its final season, Paris
Hilton went to jail, and The Bachelor chose… no one. Yes, a lot has happened
since 2007, and Chomik is excited about it. “I’ve gotten the opportunity to
partner with many successful companies over these eight years including
Coca-Cola, Kellogg’s and Mattel.” Another perk of internet fame? An endless amount of traveling. “Growing up, I didn’t travel too much, so now I get
to do it all the time.” From performing in YouTube conventions to showing
up in Los Angeles to act in films, Chomik is living the millennial dream.
What kind of videos does TheComputerNerd01 make? Chomik is
known worldwide for creating parody videos that spin off popular songs. If
“Shake it Off ” by Taylor Swift was your jam, Chomik will make you think
twice by reenacting the lyrics with his personal take on what each lyric
means to him. By the end of his videos, you’ll find yourself stunned with the
lack of depth in pop music, and of course infatuated with TheComputerNerd01’s take on it.
What makes his videos so amusing is his way of mocking these popular
songs that have us hooked. His personal reenactments of popular songs are
lighthearted and comical, a step away from the usual vulgarity the internet usually displays. “All my content is clean compared to other YouTubers.
Cursing is just not my thing,” he says. It is refreshing to see a young millennial with the passion to be a role model to his young audience. “I make
videos relating to what these kids are going through. I talk about things they
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JOSH SOBO
FAVO R I T E
I NSTAG R A M
FI LTE R

S T E FA N I AV E N A

JOSH CHOMIK

P E R P E TUWA

VS C O - M 5
(O N THE VS C O A P P )

K E LVI N

@ A L E XS TR O HL

@DEREKBLASBERG

@ 4 G UYS BURG E RS ANDFRIE S

TIPS
FO R TA K I N G
A SELFIE

“ THE K E Y TO THE P E R F E C T
S E L F I E I S THE L I G HTI N G ! ”

“ THE L E S S F I LTE R S THE
B E TTE R ! ”

“ M A K E SURE YOU LOOK
FA B UL O US . IF YOU’RE
N O T L O O KING FABULOUS
D O N ’ T WAS TE THE S PAC E . ”

BIGGEST
SOCIAL MEDIA
PET PEEVE

“ W HE N P E O P L E ’ S
I N S TA G R A M F E E DS A R E
O N LY S E L F I E S A N D THE Y
C O N S I S TE N TLY L O O K THE
S A M E . I L I K E VA R I E TY! ”

“ W HI TE B O R DE R S ,
A C TUA L LY A N Y B O R DE R S . ”

“WHEN PEOPLE BEG TO
BE TAGGED IN A POST OR
PHOTO. LIKE, WHO CARES!
IT’S JUST A PHOTO. GO
OUTSIDE AND DO SOMETHING
FUN INSTEAD OF STARING AT
YOUR PHONE.”

ONE ACCOUNT
E V E RYO N E S H O U LD
FOLLOW

like. But most importantly, I just want them to smile. Most kids run away
to YouTube to get away from the real world problems they face everyday.”
Can you really blame them though? After just one YouTube search for TheComputerNerd01, you’ll be grinning ear-to-ear just seconds after clicking
play. “I like making people happy,” he said, and it’s obvious his one million
subscribers agree.
Chomik grew up making videos. “I would steal my mom’s camcorder
and begin making short films with my friends and family.” This passion for
film combined with his curiosity led him to find this new creative outlet,
YouTube. “One day in high school, I was bored on the Internet and stumbled upon it. It blew my mind how there was a website that allowed me to
upload my own content for free for the world to see.” And that is exactly
what he did.
After just a year, Chomik’s YouTube account TheComputerNerd01
racked in subscribers and popularity. “At the time, Guitar Hero was one of
the most popular video games and I was hooked, so I decided to film myself playing one of the hardest songs in the game while jumping around my
living room looking like an idiot, acting as if I was the best player in the
world. I uploaded it immediately and it blew up. Gamers worldwide found
the video and began criticizing me for being a fake player. It was hilarious.
That was my first big hit and eventually after that, the subscribers rushed in.”
Unfortunately, it may take a little more than jumping around your living
room to achieve such fame. But for Chomik, it almost made sense, even
though he may not understand it. “I have no other explanation. YouTube
was still a baby website and all my content was random. I guess at that time

‘randomness’ was something people enjoyed more than scripted entertainment you’d see on television.” Despite Chomik’s “random” content, his YouTube success is not random. “The randomness is what really got me going on
YouTube. People liked that. It kept them on the edge of their seats because
they never knew what to expect.”
Not knowing what to expect seems to be a theme among millennials.
Despite the constant uncertainty of our careers, we are always thinking
and making strides towards that next thing, whatever it is. For Chomik, he
knows this hobby is the perfect gateway to many other opportunities that
will lead him toward his future. “YouTube will not be around forever, so as I
continue to create content now, I’m constantly making connections here and
there as I figure out what I want to do for the rest of my life… which I’m still
figuring out to this day.” Aren’t we all? But, before we millennials take over
the cyber world, let us take a selfie.
www.youtube.com/user/JoshSobo
instagram.com/stefani_rose
www.youtube.com/user/thecomputernerd01
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U N R AV E L T H E B E A U T Y O F H A N D K N I T
GARMENTS BY THIS YEAR’S DREXEL
FA S H I O N D E S I G N S T U D E N T S .

INVENTIVE

T E X T U R E S , R I C H C O L O R S A N D PAT T E R N S
ARE SPUN INTO EVERY FIBER. FROM
C A S U A L D AY T I M E L O O K S T O D R A M AT I C
EVENING WEAR, THIS AGE-OLD
A R T I S A N A L T R A D I T I O N T R A N S L AT E S
S E A M L E S S L Y T O 2 1 S T- C E N T U R Y S T Y L E .

PRISCILA MACHADO
MADISON CARROLL
JACLYN FLEURANT

DESIGNER

BRIANNA SNOWDEN
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MAURA FEINGOLD
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N A D H YA S A N C H E Z

YI DENG
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DEVON CARNEY & PRISCILA MACHADO
MADISON CARROLL
JACLYN FLEURANT

IN THE
NEW STREET NAMES, ENVIRONMENTS, FOODS,
SOCIAL NORMS AND EVEN NEW LANGUAGES
— T H E S E A R E A L L PA R T O F T H E L I F E O F A N
I N T E R N AT I O N A L S T U D E N T A R R I V I N G I N T H E U . S .
AT D R E X E L U N I V E R S I T Y, 1 1 7 C O U N T R I E S A R E
REPRESENTED IN A MELTING POT OF CULTURAL
E D U C A T I O N . M A N Y S T U D E N T S H AV E C O M E
T O T H E U N I T E D S TAT E S F O R T H E F I R S T T I M E ,
TA K I N G A N E N O R M O U S L E A P O F FA I T H T O
STUDY IN THE CITY OF BROTHERLY LOVE.

V E N E Z U E L A

"I TRY TO KEEP
IN TOUCH WITH
MY CULTURE.”

Imagine being only eight years old and being
forced to leave your native country because of an
unstable political situation. Adolfo Urrutia did
just that. Urrutia is a Materials Science and Engineering major from Caracas, Venezuela.
Once leaving Venezuela, his family moved to
Paris for a year in the hope that the government
in their homeland would improve. Unfortunately
things didn’t get better and they decided to make
the move to Miami. This was the perfect place
for the family to settle because of its proximity
to Venezuela. Like many before him, Urrutia had
never seen Philadelphia before attending college
here. It took some time getting used to a new,
overwhelming city.
With homesickness setting in, he decided to
volunteer at a music program called “Play On
Philly.” This was the first thing that Urrutia felt
passionate about in Philadelphia, which helped
ease the transition. He still volunteers with this
organization two to three times a week, helping
teach low-income children how to play music.
Urrutia says he feels connected to his Venezuelan roots and he tries to stay true to them.
He knows that he would be a completely different
person if he didn’t experience his many international moves. The lifestyle they were used to was

very different from that of the United States or Paris, especially when compared to the political and social situation in Venezuela. His options for his
future would have been more limited and restricted.
Urrutia is proud of his Venezuelan heritage. “I try to keep in touch with
my culture,” he says. With his roommate being from Mexico, he can continue to speak his native Spanish. He also keeps up with current events by reading world news to see what is happening in Venezuela. His parents spend a
lot of time following news about Venezuela because it affects his family that
still lives there.
Urrutia has a special place in his heart for a few traditional Venezuelan dishes that he often attempts to cook. A common Venezuelan delicacy
is the arepa, made with grainy corn flour. It is cooked like a tortilla, but
thicker. Once the arepa is cooked, he slices it and adds tomatoes, shredded
cheese and other condiments. His second dish of choice is called cachapa,
also a corn based dish, but made of lightly ground corn paste with flour. It
is cooked like an American pancake, and then folded with cheese in it. The
dish Urrutia craves most is the pabellón criollo, which is made with meat,
pork or beef, then boiled, shredded, and cooked a second time, adding onions, rice, beans and plantains for flavor.
Urrutia says that graduation will not end his desire to travel. He has no
plans to stay in Philadelphia or the United States upon graduation. He would
love to go back to Venezuela, but since it is still not completely safe, Europe
is definitely a close second option. He says people in the United States are
too concerned with work and don’t give enough time for their families. Europeans understand what he thinks is important in life, and they will sacrifice unnecessary commodities for more family time.
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8,521 MILES FROM
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Maty Brennan is in the Master’s Sports Management program at Drexel. Brennan has a passion for
soccer, a sport he has been playing since he was a
young boy. Brennan chose Drexel so that he could
play for the Division I Men’s Soccer Program. He is
originally from Australia and takes pride in calling
it his home. Brennan tries not to dwell on being
homesick, but every time the holiday season approaches, he is excited to visit his family.
Brennan is fortunate to be able to make the
trip once or twice a year. The fondest memories
that he recalls are simple and humble—he misses
hanging out with friends and family and having
home cooked meals, something the Drexel Dining Center cannot replace.
For Brennan, the change in temperatures
from Australia to Philadelphia is drastic and hard
to cope with. He claims that he misses the warm
weather, “particularly in the summer, hanging
out at the beach or going to the river to wake
board.” Brennan definitely feels more at home in
Philadelphia in the spring and summer when the
weather is warm.

Keeping in touch with his family doesn’t seem to be a problem for Brennan. He Skypes with his family once a week on a scheduled day and time,
which gives him something to look forward to. Even though Brennan only
sees his friends and family twice a year, he still feels close with them and they
get right back into the swing of things when they come together again—it
feels like they were never apart.
After coming to America, Brennan says that he has changed a lot. He has
learned to adapt to different traits of other cultures. Living away from home
has helped him to become more independent, especially mentally, due to the
responsibility and stress of balancing class, work and soccer practice. “Being
around so many people in the college setting has been a great experience
and I have a lot more confidence in what I do and how I interact with people
than I did when I was at home,” he says. Brennan enjoys the new person that
he has become and wouldn’t change his experiences for anything.
He enjoys the American vacations such as Spring Break and Thanksgiving. Brennan admits that the main reason Thanksgiving is so appealing to
him is because it is a holiday solely for eating. Upon graduation Maty would
like to stay in the U.S. He feels that he has made a connection here and that
the opportunities are endless—the real American Dream.

A U S T R A L I A

Ariane Heffinck traveled the 8,521 miles from
Nairobi, Kenya to obtain a degree in International Areas Studies from Drexel University. Her
transition from life in Kenya to Philadelphia was
one she acknowledges as difficult.
She misses home everyday and feels disconnected since her parents moved into a new house
in Ethiopia. For Heffinck, Ethiopia now feels more
like a vacation, and not really like home. In spite of
her new address, Heffinck makes a special journey
to her hometown of Nairobi to visit her friends.
When Heffinck is at Drexel, she enjoys
talking to her friends from back home, a luxury
made possible by social media. Luckily for her,
some of her friends have also relocated to North
America, which makes it more manageable to
keep in touch and see each other.
In order for Heffinck to keep connected to
her roots, she finds places in the U.S. that remind
her of home. Gojjo, an Ethiopian restaurant lo-
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cated in Philadelphia, has become a place of solace for home cooked meals.
She often brings her American friends to try Kenyan beer and traditional
dishes as she enjoys sharing her culture with new friends.
Heffnick says she misses the protective nature of her parents. “They
were always looking out for me. I loved having them there on a day-to-day
basis,” she remarked. She also misses the Kenyan lifestyle and its international feel. In Nairobi she would go to big events that were, “almost like
festivals since they were out in the open.” Heffinck thrived on adventure at
home and would often travel through the Nairobi National Park, a massive
45-square-mile wildlife park where tourists go for safari tours. She would
look forward to days spent under the sun eating with friends while surrounded by wildlife.
Heffinck did not know anything about Philadelphia or Drexel University
before she attended school here, but after a little over three years of living
abroad, she is finally starting to feel at home, become more accustomed to
the area and the people. Her favorite thing about the city is the food—she
never would have thought that Philadelphians had such a diverse palate.
There are so many different types of restaurants, and she is always amazed
how every weekend she finds a new place to try. Heffinck also loves food
trucks, “They feel very international.”

“HE MISSES HANGING
OUT WITH FRIENDS AND
F A M I L Y A N D H AV I N G
HOME COOKED MEALS,
SOMETHING THE
DREXEL DINING CENTER
CANNOT REPLACE.”
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Maria Toni, an undergraduate Business major
with a concentration in Marketing and Finance,
is from Yekaterinburg, the fourth largest city in
West Siberia, Russia. When she was accepted to
Drexel, she decided Philadelphia was the right
adventure for her. After her sophomore year,
Toni “studied abroad” in her home country. This
gave her the opportunity to travel back to Russia
for work. She expressed a sense of comfort upon
returning home. “It was amazing just to feel at
home, not having to do anything to prove yourself and just being who you are, knowing that
your family and friends will accept you.”
Since beginning her higher education in the
United States, she now sees her native culture and
home with a new perspective. Her travels added
layers of information and ideas that made old

“ W E D O N ’ T H AV E TO B E
TO G E T H ER TO B E CLOS E TO
E ACH OT H ER.”

settings appear different as she experienced new cultures. Toni says
she is revitalized and energized when she returns home—she loves
the collision of all her cultural experiences. After spending a full year
away from Drexel, campus changes added a new landscape to navigate.
“Coming back after being away for such a long time felt very different,”
she remarked. Everything from the weather forecast to demolition and
construction rapidly changes from day to day.
As expected when transitioning from another land to the United
States, the customs and habits are very different. Toni relishes the fact
that Russia has more liberal social norms—people are generally more
free, she says. Toni says that, socially, she considers every move here
carefully, a factor that isn’t necessarily bad in her eyes.
Toni does not have a clear path to her future. She has considered
several options such as obtaining a graduate degree in Germany, where
she would be granted free tuition. The question that many international
students face is “Where now?” instead of “What now?”

B R A Z I L

R U S S I A

Priscila Machado is a Design & Merchandising
major with a minor in Marketing. Although she
lives in Philadelphia, she calls Rio de Janeiro, Brazil her home. She first heard of Drexel University at
a college fair that she attended during a “gap year,”
a year spent working before attending college.
Machado misses Brazil, and it is hard for her
to be away from her family for such long periods
of time. The memory that is most dear to her is
“…waking up on Saturday mornings, climbing
down the steps to the kitchen and finding my
mom cooking beans for the upcoming week or
making a fresh batch of coffee.” Machado longs
to have her mother’s home cooked breakfast
and plan a beach day with her friends, spending
hours lying in the sand on brightly colored ‘cangas.’ With a religious background, she also misses
Rio’s iconic Christ statue that she could see right
through her bedroom window.
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When being this far away from home, it is hard to keep in contact with
family members, however Machado has a system to ensure that she is kept
in the loop. She uses Skype at least once a week and the texting WhatsApp,
along with Facebook groups that help the whole family stay in contact.
Machado’s sister lives in Florida, which makes her seem closer. As her family
always says, “We don’t have to be together to be close to each other.”
After coming to Drexel, Machado has definitely seen a change in herself.
She says she has matured—out of necessity since her parents are not here to
help her. “I feel like I can solve anything that comes my way,” Machado states
with confidence. After graduation, Machado hopes to stay in the United
States, although she still wants to travel, as it has become an addiction. She
says the American lifestyle suits her.

“COMING BACK AFTER
B E I N G AW AY F O R S U C H
A LONG TIME FELT
V E R Y D I F F E R E N T. ”
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RESPONSES TO SURVEY THAT ASKED COLLEGE
STUDENTS HOW THEY DEFINE FEMINISM

F O R C E N T U R I E S , W O M E N A N D M E N A R O U N D T H E W O R L D H AV E
JOINED THE FEMINIST MOVEMENT IN SUPPORT OF GENDER
E Q U A L I T Y. U N F O R T U N AT E L Y, M A N Y S T I L L V I E W F E M I N I S M A S A
“ B A D W O R D . ” T E C H N O L O G Y A N D P O P C U L T U R E H AV E H E L P E D T O
S PA R K T H E D E B AT E — H O W D O W E D E F I N E F E M I N I S M I N 2 0 1 5 ?

PRISCILA MACHADO
J U L I A PA C I T T I
COURTNEY ROSEN

emanding, undeserved, extreme, angry, blame. These are just a few of the words
elicited when you ask college-aged women and men to define feminism.
There are nearly 26,500 “likes” on the Women Against Feminism Facebook page.
This has become a popular outlet where followers, primarily women, post harsh
criticism and personal responses to “I don’t need feminism because…” with examples
ranging from “because I love my boyfriend and like to look pretty” to “because I am
not a delusional, disgusting man-hater.” As we uncovered more and more anti-feminists, we had to ask
ourselves, has “feminism” become the other F-word?
While comments made by anti-feminists are jaw-dropping to some, Dr. Rose Corrigan, Professor of Politics & Law and former Program Director of Women Studies at Drexel, explains that this
type of backlash isn’t surprising. When power is challenged and societal norms are questioned, people
get uncomfortable—especially when it comes to questioning how we view gender, sex and sexuality.
Snarky Twitter feeds and opinionated selfies create an environment for more finger-pointing and less
problem-solving.
President and Founder of Drexel SAFE: Student Advocating Feminism and Equality, Melody
Nielson, jokes, “They say the comments in any online posting about feminism show just how much we
need feminism.” However, negative views toward feminists aren’t limited to a few crazy people sitting
around on the internet all day. We conducted an opinion-based, non-scientific survey on campus to get
a glimpse of how Drexel students view feminism, and many of them share these anti-feminist views.
One female surveyed who identifies as a feminist shares her insight, “Feminism has become an ugly
word because of the stereotypes that come with [it]. People are afraid to call themselves a feminist, even
though they may be.” In fact, many of the students surveyed shared that they support gender equality
and feminist ideals, but they would not define themselves as a feminist.
If you Google feminism you’ll find 37,600,000 results in two-tenths of a second. It’s plastered to
your newsfeeds, playlists and TV screens. It’s the talk of celebrities, politicians and people around the
world. Feminism is everywhere. But do we know what it means?
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S O M E S T E P S W E ’ V E TA K E N
1848
The first women’s
rights convention
is held in Seneca
Falls, NY.

1896
The National
Association of
Colored Women is
formed, bringing
together more
than 100 black
women’s clubs.

1916
Margaret Sanger
opens the first U.S.
birth control clinic.
After ten days,
the clinic is shut
down and she is
arrested.

With the release of her hit single “Flawless,” Beyoncé made millions of
fans aware of one definition of feminism, whether they realized it or not. In
addition to powerful lyrics and a catchy tune, the song contains an excerpt
from Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie’s speech “We should all be feminists,” in
which she defines a feminist as a “person who believes in the social, political
and economic equality of the sexes.” Both Corrigan and Nielson agree that
it is difficult to pin down exactly what it means to be a feminist as the their
ideas on feminism have changed throughout their lives. Nielson shares,
“There is not one definition of feminism. There are as many feminisms as
there are women.” Some believe the validity of feminism is compromised
due to the inconsistency among the beliefs.
You might be a feminist and not even know it. By listening to musicians
such as Madonna, Beyoncé and Best Coast, you are supporting the ideals
of feminism. Girl bands and females in pop music use their platform and
music to speak up for their beliefs. For proof look to the “Girl Power” surge
in the ’90s thanks to the British pop sensation, the Spice Girls. In the 2014
November issue of Nylon, Bethany Cosentino and Lauren Curtius of the
band Best Coast, speak to their admiration for Beyoncé, “She’s identifying as
a feminist, officially, in front of the whole world… even putting that word on
TV at the VMAs, which is a huge thing. So many girls were like, ‘What does
that word really mean?’” Musicians like Beyoncé and Madonna have used
their fame to start a conversation and bring awareness to large audiences.
Many female artists serve as role models by owning their sexuality and using
it as a way to challenge the structural inequalities in society.
There is no country in the world that has achieved equal pay for all
genders. In the United States, women still receive only 76–78 cents on the
dollar men receive for the same job. In honor of Equal Pay Day on April
8, 2014, Representative of Michigan, Gary Peters, spoke to the House of
Representatives expressing his concern over this problem. Peters, who has
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1920
The 19th
Amendment grants
white women the
right to vote.

1936
The federal law
prohibiting the
dissemination
of contraceptive
information through
the mail is modified
and birth control
information is no
longer classified as
obscene.

1955
The first lesbian
organization in the
United States, The
Daughters of Bilitis
(DOB), is founded.

two daughters, highlights how this gender gap on wage has a very negative
impact on families, causing the 40 percent of families with women who
contribute more or equal work to their male partners, to lose thousands of
dollars each year.
In an attempt to close the wage gap between genders, Evelyn F. Murphy
is taking a stand with her organization the WAGE Project. The non-profit
organization strives to end discrimination against women in the American
workplace through workshops that teach women how to negotiate salary
and provide information about what jobs are actually worth.
According to the Rape, Abuse & Incest National Network, one in six
American women has been a victim of attempted or completed rape. Every
two minutes, an American is sexually assaulted. College-aged women are
four times more likely to be raped. We’ve all heard the numbers, and they are
terrifying. Despite this, we live in a culture where victims are blamed, only
three percent of rapists will serve a day in jail, and women are constantly
being given advice on how to reduce our risk of sexual assault. Instead of
instructing women how to behave and what to wear, stop perpetuating rape
culture. When you trivialize, normalize and joke about sexual assault, you
are excusing and accepting sexual violence.
An area of concern in modern feminism is female success in the corporate
environment. Many feel that powerful women serve as an inspiration and
symbol of empowerment for young women. Unfortunately, the media
leads us to believe that far more women have achieved high level corporate
leadership positions, resulting in a misinformed view on female success in
the workplace. According to a 2013 Catalyst Census, Fortune 500 Women
Board Directors, Executive Officers and Top Earners, and prior Catalyst
Censuses, there has been no significant increase in the number of high
level positions held by women in recent years. In 2013, women held only 16
percent of board seats and less than one-fifth of companies had 25 percent

1960
The FDA approves
birth control pills.

1972
The Equal Rights
Amendment
is passed by
Congress and Title
IX of the Education
Amendments bans
sex discrimination
in schools.

1978
The Pregnancy
Discrimination Act
bans employment
discrimination
against pregnant
women.

or more women directors. Neilson offers a critique to corporate feminism,
arguing that it often excludes groups of women, specifically minorities and
women who do not aspire to achieve success through corporate leadership.
Education is the key to empowerment. Many colleges have courses and
organizations that are dedicated to feminist theory and gender studies. Drexel
University offers opportunities for education through the Department of
Women’s Studies. Courses cover a variety of topics including global issues,
pop culture, health, race and sexuality. When studying feminist theory, it
is essential to recognize that gender does not exist in a vacuum. Gender
intersects with race, sexual orientation, class, religion and culture.
Don’t rely on BuzzFeed and Thought Catalog for your main source of
feminism 411. Pick up a book! Reading is the best way to educate yourself on
feminist theory. Nielson recommends Bell Hook’s Feminism is for Everybody
and works from Simone de Beauvoir. Dr. Rose Corrigan suggests challenging
yourself to reflect on how you use your gender to your advantage and how
you have been disadvantaged because of it. Stop crying to get out of parking
tickets and relying on your boyfriend to kill spiders. Push yourself to disrupt
gender norms, even in the smallest ways, such as holding the door open for
a man.
Neilson and Corrigan agree that sitting down and having a conversation
is key to developing opinions and solving problems. Drexel SAFE: Students
Advocating Feminism and Equality offers a welcoming environment to
all members of the Drexel community to share, learn and discuss. The
organization is a feminist group working toward intersectional equality on
campus by creating a safe space and advocating especially for transgender,
queer and persons of color. They focus on bringing awareness to feminist
issues and building a culture of activism on campus. Nielson, co-founder
of the club, was frustrated with the male-dominated campus and wanted
to create a place for students to express their opinions on a topic she feels

1994
The Violence
Against Women
Act tightens federal
penalties for sex
offenders and
funds services for
victims of rape and
domestic violence.

2013
Defense Secretary
Leon Panetta
announced that
the ban on women
serving in combat
roles would be
lifted.

2015
The Teach Safe
Relationships Act is
introduced which
would require all
public high schools
to include sexual
violence prevention
in their curriculum.

extremely connected to. Drexel SAFE participates in influential events
such as the SlutWalkPhiladelphia, a walk that aims to raise awareness and
start dialogues about ways in which our society perpetuates a culture that
blames and shames the victim. Drexel SAFE hosts on-campus events such
as workshops open to the Panhellenic sororities and late-night bake sales
where they distribute condoms along with their homemade baked goods.
Drexel SAFE has a page on Facebook, ‘like’ the page for weekly meeting
times updated each term.
It is important to recognize that feminism values everyone, regardless of
gender. Before you go dropping the F-bomb, we have some homework for
you. Feminists—ask yourselves: How do I make an effort for change? Am
I as educated as I would like to be? Do I include and accept others in my
mission? Non-feminists—ask yourself: Why do I disagree with feminism?
Are these valid reasons? Can I do anything to work toward changing this?
No matter your feelings for the F-word, take time to form your opinion
because together, we can do better.
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CONNOR MCLOUGHLIN

3

Drexel Graphic Design student
Brand: Y3

Did you know that every time you pick out what shoes to wear you are communicating with the
world? Although some of us may quickly breeze through this choice on a daily basis, others recognize
an opportunity to be different, to be interesting and to be themselves. Curious shoes are easy to miss
in passing, but are noteworthy when appreciated. What lies behind each step? It’s time to dive deeper
into the rarity that is a truly unique pair of shoes and explore the stories that accompany them.
JOSIE QUAILE
LEAH BANK

1
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2

Drexel Entertainment and
Arts Management student
Brand: Vans

“Attending Catholic school nearly my whole life,
sneakers became the only way to show off your fashion
sensibilities, or style. When hooping in gym class,
you made it a point to rock your newest Jordans, even
though you were afraid of creasing them. My current
interest in sneakers is just a nod to that.”

IF THE SHOE FITS
2

ANNE CECIL

ZOE FURMAN

“When I make a pair of shoes for someone else, I
always ask them for about 10 different things that
describe them or what they would like me to draw
on their shoes. It’s really important that I capture
my customer’s personality in their shoes.”

4

JOHANNA DINARDO

Drexel Design & Merchandising Professor
Brand: KronKron

Drexel Fashion Design student
Brand: Privileged

“I come out of a punk aesthetic. I probably
look like something that’s a conglomeration of
London punk rocker chic. I do tend to really let
my accessories do a lot of the talking. That’s why
shoes are really important because they often
are the things that make the outfit. A lot of times
when I’m getting dressed in the morning, the first
question is, what shoes am I going to wear? And
then I decide what outfit.”

“I believe that one’s visual appearance is their outward
expression of themselves. How one dresses themselves is
a composition of a story that they want to tell the world,
a daily message. This is why I chose to get involved
in fashion design, to be a part of one’s visual outward
expression of themselves is my passion.”

3

4
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MIND
YOUR
P’S & Q’S

1

5

NIKI HENZEL
MADISON CARROLL
JACLYN FLEURANT

4
THE D&M MAGAZINE
INVITES YOU, STYLISH
MEN, TO JOIN US

2

AND THE P’S & Q’S
TEAM IN EXPLORING
FIVE ESSENTIALS

3

EVERY MAN NEEDS
I N H I S WA R D R O B E .
Y E S , B U C K E T H AT S
ARE STILL ON TREND
M Y F R AT T Y F R I E N D S .

W

hen one thinks of men’s Philly
fashion, Timberland boots, baggy jeans, and flashy t-shirts typically come to mind. However, fashion in Philly,
particularly for men, is at a unique and exciting
crossroads that is reinventing street style for the
classier gentleman. P’s & Q’s is an up-and-coming leading men’s boutique located on Philly’s
famous South Street. Co-founders, Ky Cao, Rick
Cao, and Joseph Lardizabal, along with their two
associates Saeed Ferguson and Justin Phu, run
the shop and share a passion for the Philadelphia
community, elevated street style and a sense of
individuality.
What sets P’s and Q’s apart from other retailers on South Street is their diversified products that are exclusive to those in Philadelphia,
such as Topo Designs, Norse Projects and their
own line that creates timeless products with a
purpose. P’s & Q’s derives its name from the old
printer’s axiom to mind one’s P’s and Q’s. Typog-
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raphers and printmakers had to be mindful of
pressing each letter, as they were reversed, and
pay attention to details.
The P’s & Q’s gentleman is one who men
strive to be and women hope to date. They are
young professionals, who are conscious about
the way they dress and are looking for something
that will be timeless in both fabric and style. The
P’s & Q’s employees are like the men that they cater to—they enjoy a large cup of coffee, a great

song, book or movie and an excellent conversation with friends, family and even strangers.
Ferguson, P’s & Q’s marketing director, explains,
“Men’s fashion is at a very exciting, unique place,
and it’s only beginning to develop! Styles like jogger pants are emerging and being accepted, with
brighter and untraditional colors. Men’s fashion
is beginning to open up!” As fashion for men is
on the rise, the P’s & Q’s customer may come in to
look for style essentials or to pick up a few things

for his home, like a Land by Land organic candle
or Helmut Newton’s coffee table book. P’s & Q’s
doesn’t only offer jogger pants, unconventional
backpacks, or beard oil—they cater to a lifestyle
for stylish men who stay true to themselves and
those around them.
psandqs.com

P’S & Q’S
TOP 5
MENS
ESS E N TA I L S

1

Publish, Legacy Jogger Pants (Navy) / $90

2

Tretorn, Nylites / $65

3

Pendleton, Board Button-Up Shirt (Blue) / $115

4

Norse Projects, Rokkvi Scout Cotton (Olive) / $496

5

Topo Designs, Map Hat (Forest) / $38
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AHN MAI

DANIEL MUSTO

FRO M N U RSE TO ST YL IST

CELEBRIT Y ST YLIST

JULIANA LOIACONO

JACLYN FLEURANT

SOPHIE CÉCILE XUV

STEPHEN BUSKEN

I

n a dilapidated showroom in Fishtown, with paint chipping on the
walls and unfinished flooring, stood the monochromatically clad stylist Ahn Mai. Her ice blonde hair competes for attention with the metallic zipper vest in her hands. Just like that, she is on the ground, excitedly
knotting thin white ribbon around the less enthusiastic model’s calf. She is
not afraid of getting her hands dirty in what is believed to be the pristine
world of fashion. “Hard work counts by how much you put into it,” she says.
Sheer determination has always been the guiding force in Mai’s life. As
a first generation American, she longed to become a doctor prior to discovering her love for fashion. Once it came time to further her education, she
chose a path she knew she would succeed in—nursing.
She graduated from Regis College in 2008. After moving to Philadelphia
she realized how unhappy she was in her profession. “My family and friends
distracted me from noticing how unhappy I was and how unfulfilled I felt
in my job.” After six years of nursing, she decided that it was time to pursue
a career in fashion.
Mai enrolled in Moore College’s secondary career path courses. “This
was a long time coming. I am lucky to have a husband who is so incredibly supportive.” One person did not understand this change, Mai’s mother.
“She doesn’t understand why I would leave a financially stable job.” Still, she
knows that her family will always be behind her—sometimes they just might
not understand her next move.
That next move was a crucial one. She started her blog, Mai Style Pages
and began to reevaluate her own style. She dyed her naturally black hair almost white. Mai went from being a natural beauty to a fashion powerhouse,
wearing striking pieces that she was passionate enough to dress her clients
in. “You must dress the part in order to be taken seriously. If you look a mess,
people may think your vision is sloppy.” Her blog became a showcase of her
personal style, displaying crisp photos of her wearing her own styled looks.
Mai began attending blogging events and credits her ability to network
as her biggest asset in her entry into fashion. “Making those connections
and maintaining those relationships is the key to my success, both then and
now.” In no time she landed her first styling gig for a local designer’s lookbook. “Fake it ’til you make it,” she said with a smile.
While on a trip to Bali she put her conversational skills to use when she
happened to connect with a stylist for a music and lifestyle website called
The Fader. After an exciting conversation in a foreign country, she had the

“I WOULD BE NOWHERE IF IT WERE NOT
FOR NETWORKING. MAKING THOSE
C O N N E C T I O N S A N D M A I N TA I N I N G
T H O S E R E L AT I O N S H I P S I S T H E K E Y
TO MY SUCCESS”
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opportunity to apprentice for him back in the States.
Her networking skills continued to pay off. Mai Style Pages caught the
attention of actress Diane Guerrero, who plays popular characters on hit
shows Orange is the New Black and Jane the Virgin. Guerrero and Mai were
college friends, a relationship that shifted to a partnership once Mai began
styling for the actress.
Becoming a celebrity stylist had its perks—she was introduced to different celebrities and was exposed to fabulous fashions. While attending 2015
Fall Fashion Week, she connected with the likes of Christian Siriano and
Mena Suvari. Through Guerrero, she met and began styling for Jackie Cruz,
Guerrero’s co-star on Orange is the New Black.
Mai learned that one of the keys to success in styling is to be flexible. Her
craziest styling moment came when she offered the clothes off her back to a
client after they were unhappy with the outfit selected for an event. “Someone once asked me, ‘Do you want your client to change your style, or do you
want your style to change your client?’ That’s the balancing act of styling.”
Though she left nursing behind, she still applies the lessons she learned
in the hospital to situations in the fashion world. “The fast-paced environment prepared me for this cutthroat industry.” Mai handles everything from
photo shoot snafus to client meltdowns effortlessly.
She is steadily building her personal brand by constantly evolving her
blog and social media posts. She continues to freelance and network with
the best of them. Mai is settling back into the Philadelphia fashion scene,
where she hopes to continue to pave the way for local stylists. With a unique
vision and the drive to succeed, there is no doubt that Ahn Mai will achieve
all of her dreams.
maistylepages.com

aniel Musto is not only a wardrobe stylist, but also a secret comedian. His energetic and quick wit makes his presence feel
like a performance. “I’m really funny when I feel loved,” he said,
which isn’t surprising. Who could hate him? At the age of 28, he has already
dressed some of the hottest celebrities in Hollywood such as Paula Abdul,
Paris Hilton, Giuliana Rancic, Ashlee Simpson and Nicole Richie.
“I’ve always felt that I was on this earth to care for others and make them
happy,” he said. And what better way to make people happy than through
clothes? With this nurturing spirit, Musto took on the role as captain of his
dance team in high school. “I thought I was signing up to teach students how
to dance and perform, but I also didn’t know I was signing up to design all
the costumes.”
Musto began taking classes at the Fashion Institute of Technology on
the weekends, which confirmed his desire to pursue it as a career. By his
senior year, he set out to Los Angeles to study at the Fashion Institute of
Design and Merchandising. “I chose Los Angeles over New York because of
the powerful combination of fashion and entertainment as one.” With a new
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“IF YOU ARE NICE TO
PEOPLE AND YOU TELL THEM
W H E R E Y O U WA N T T O G O ,
THEY WILL HELP YOU.”
start in Los Angeles, Musto was steadily making strides toward his dreams.
To be involved in the celebrity arena takes more than just an engaging
personality. “I worked really hard at every small job while being nice and
being vocal that my real dream was to be a stylist.” This, and being at the
right place at the right time, was the recipe for reaching his goals.
“I started assisting different stylists for America’s Next Top Model. From
there I caught the eye of Paula Abdul, after working with her as an assistant.” Musto worked for Abdul during American Idol’s prime, where he was
responsible for styling her red carpet appearances as well as designing her
QVC jewelry line. “When I got into the Paula world that’s when I really
became a professional in the business and was able to skyrocket. If you are
nice to people and you tell them where you want to go, they will help you.”
Despite Musto’s positive outlook, not everyone achieves success the
same way. “I have definitely been underwhelmed by celebrities in the way
that you see them act in a very horrible way and go on camera and become a
completely different person. It’s pretty disappointing.” Tolerating the harsher
characters in the entertainment world comes with the territory.
“Then there are those brilliant people who treat everyone with respect.
Those are the ones who last forever.” Managing an array of bold personalities is key in styling, while his outlook has helped him remain calm. “I have
chosen to react similarly to good news and bad news so that my emotions
aren’t fluctuating. That way, it’s not my emotions that are affecting what is
happening, but I am choosing what’s supposed to happen.”
Taking good news and bad news in the same breath is important for any
individual aspiring to enter the world of fashion. It’s all about perspective; in
Musto’s case, he chooses to keep his positive. “Any bad news can somehow
be turned into something good if you think about the impact it’s having on
you in that very moment in life and in your career.”
In this career, Musto had seen it all. “I once had a client, before Spanx
had the hole to pee out of, and she already put on her Golden Globes gown.
I had to climb up there and cut them open so she could go to the bathroom.
That was where I realized how intimate the experience with dressing people
was.” Being a stylist is much more than dressing people. “You are there to
lend them an ear and help guide them on this crazy journey. You get to sit
there with them, half the time they are naked, and break down exactly what
they are looking for and how you can help.”
The intimate experience is a therapeutic and vulnerable moment for
Musto’s clients. “It’s very therapeutic; we are stripping them down to their
bare bones.” Speaking of stripping them down, Musto says you can learn
a lot about a client’s vulnerability early into the styling session. “You will
realize how comfortable a client is by whether or not they change in front
of you. I could care less, I have seen everything.” After the Spanx incident,
Musto has in fact, seen everything.
Although Musto’s career is focused on dressing the elite, he finds great
happiness in hosting events for fashion students. He looks forward to providing advice to aspiring stylists and being a source of inspiration. “I have
done so much and know so much more than I did then, and I enjoy sharing.”
His mantra “It’s just clothes” truly demonstrates his love for people. “I am
great at showing off their current self while moving forward in the direction
of their dreams and goals.” As a secret comedian, psychiatrist, life coach
and mind reader, it’s no wonder Musto has found success in the world of
celebrity styling.
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M A K I N G A S T A T E M E N T I S N ’ T C H E A P.
PURSUING THE EVER-CHANGING
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T R E N D S I N S TAT E M E N T J E W E L R Y
RESULTS IN TWO THINGS: LOOKING
FA B U L O U S A N D B E I N G B R O K E . I F
Y O U WA N T A W H O L E L O T TA B L I N G
WITHOUT BREAKING THE BANK,
I T ’ S T I M E T O TA K E A D VA N TA G E

B

O F A N O T H E R T R E N D , D . I . Y . S AV E
YOURSELF THE SPLURGE. WITH A FEW
M AT E R I A L S A N D S O M E P E R S O N A L
F L A I R Y O U C A N C R E AT E Y O U R
V E R Y O W N “ D E S I G N E R ” J E W E L R Y.
BEST OF ALL, NO ONE ELSE WILL

C

B E W E A R I N G I T ! N O W T H AT ’ S
R E A L L Y M A K I N G A S TAT E M E N T.

T AY L O R B L A I R
LEAH BANK
JACLYN FLEURANT
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J E W E L E D PA R A C O R D B R A C E L E T

TA S S E L N E C K L A C E

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

1. gather a pair of pliers, jump ring, clasp, embroidery
thread, fork & 36in curb chain
2. attach shorter piece of chain & clasp to chain
3. wrap thread around fork horizontally
4. loop thread through center & wrap vertically
5. glue down loose edge
6. cut longer edge to create tassel
7. attach to chain with jump ring
8. create more tassels

gather a brooch, glue, lighter & 10 ft of 550 paracord
fold cord in half & trim to fit wrist
burn edges of cut cord
tie remainder of cord at top of trimmed cord
wrap left cord under the center and then back through the
loop made by the left cord
6. reverse & repeat until braid is complete
7. glue brooch to center of braid

EAR CUFF
1. gather a pen, pliers,
light chain, earring
& metal wire
2. cut & bend 8 cm
of wire in half
3. use pliers to bend wire
around pen to create cuff
4. create small loops on
open end of cuff
5. attach wires to
loops on cuff
6. attach opposite end
of wires to earring

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8
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J A S O N VA R N E Y
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ince establishing her Philadelphia-based business in 2002, interior
designer Ashli Mizell has gained citywide recognition for her boldyet-effortless design aesthetic. Focusing on comfort, luxury and
personality, Mizell creates unique and personal spaces that avoid clichés and
the telltale signs that scream a designer was here. Her emphasis on luxurious
textiles and incorporation of personal touches—like sentimental items
and art collected during travels—are two consistently striking elements
of her work, pushing her rooms into the realm of a highly functional and
meaningful work of art (and far from the realm of I’ll take everything on
page 12 of the latest Pottery Barn catalogue).
After falling in love with art history while studying studio art at a small
college in Alabama, Mizell traveled to New York City to enter into the
gallery business. While spending time working as an art dealer in SoHo,
Mizell became taken by the process of helping buyers incorporate art into
and around their spaces. “A lot of the conversation was centered around the
home that they were trying to create and the mood they wanted to convey…
I found myself having those conversations more than I was talking about
art, and I enjoyed it. It felt more natural to me.” So Mizell left one art world
behind for another, focusing instead on the art of the entire space rather
than only that of the wall.
A series of opportunities led the designer to Philadelphia, where she
planted the seeds for the current incarnation of her design career, Ashli
Mizell Incorporated. What began as a series of small furnishing jobs grew
into designing larger rooms and apartments, and most recently working for
creative commercial clients looking to incorporate Mizell’s artistic touch.
For over ten years Mizell has brought highly customized and innovative designs to clients of varied lifestyles and tastes, earning her the title of Best
of Philly’s Best Interior Designer. There are, however, a number of basic
consistencies that Mizell underscores as being both highly transformative
and also potentially DIY (for those of us without the means for professional
assistance). “Paint is unquestionably the thing that transforms a space the
most—least expensively and the fastest.” While Mizell notes that people are
often afraid of color, she stresses that it is, in fact, not all that scary. “There’s
a misconception that a dark color makes a room feel smaller, which isn’t

INTERIOR DESIGNER ASHLI MIZELL
IN HER RITTENHOUSE OFFICE.
PHOTO BY MADISON CARROLL

necessarily the case.” And if it happens to be the case for your room, it’s a
quick and relatively inexpensive fix.
Lighting—good lighting—is also a must, and a simple upgrade to make.
“I think every light in the universe should be on a dimmer, and a dimmer
switch costs about three dollars at a hardware store. You can’t even put a
dollar sign on the value of good lighting.” Anyone who’s lived in a dorm
room under the oppressive, if not just plain offensive, flickering blue-green
overhead lighting would likely agree. The answer to one’s most immediate lighting emergencies may lie in something as simple as a lamp with a
low-wattage bulb. “The ambient light that’s created is so much softer on the
way people look and feel.” Mizell points out that what we often love most
(but take for granted) about a great hotel or restaurant is the atmosphere
created primarily through beautiful lighting. “You never go into a great bar
or hotel and the lights are on like it’s Radio City. No one feels good in that,
no one looks good in that.” Amen.
“I like details—interesting details.” This is a sentiment many can agree
with, but might often fail to consider when decorating their spaces. “People
feel the need to just put stuff on a table, so they go to Home Goods or Mar-

shall’s and buy arbitrary things that mean nothing to them.” Mizell suggests
ditching the solely decorative coffee table book for, well, something that
doesn’t say I’m a boring coffee table book kind of person—perhaps a book
that reflects your interests or that has sentimental value. Maybe even plant
a little something special on top. “It can be as simple as a rock or a seashell
that you found on vacation—put that on top of a book that you love, on your
coffee table. It’s much more interesting.”
Sometimes we must also take care to combat our most deeply ingrained
(yet socially crippling) design sensibilities—namely, the TV worship layout.
It’s for the best. “Invariably,” Mizell says, slightly exasperated, “Most people
center everything around the television, which doesn’t need to be parked
above a fireplace, or in the center of every wall in every room.” She asks not
to get her started on the tendency to need a television in every room. “I prefer to have spaces that are a little more intimate and create different kinds of
living situations—a place to read and talk to the person you’re spending all
your private time with.” This goes hand-in-hand with the common tendency
to situate furniture around the perimeters of a room. Mizell suggests that
simply rearranging furniture to activate the more central areas of a room can
go a long way in making a more dynamic space, whether it’s the family room
of a suburban home or a busy student’s studio apartment.
What it all ultimately comes down to for the Philadelphia designer is
comfort and practicality. As a firm believer that form follows function (“I’ll
never be the designer who puts a question-mark-shaped sofa in a room”)
and that furniture should look as good as it feels, Mizell consistently proves
that beautiful, exciting spaces aren’t born from high-end catalogs, and fabulous furnishings don’t necessarily need to be MoMA-worthy. What inspires
her most about a space is its individuality—the personalities, travels and
memories it reflects. While always ensuring that her clients’ spaces reflect
these individual needs and character, Mizell’s personal design philosophies
are consistent throughout her work—“Regardless of how high-end or value-conscious a project is, the common thread is that I like things to have a
collected look rather than a decorated look… and comfort. Comfort is one
thing that I’ll never ever compromise on.”
ashlimizell.com
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MY THERAPIST
WA G S H I S T A I L
DEVON CARNEY
A M E L I A H O L L I D AY
JOANNA FERENCE

A

pproaching the glass door, a wagging tail greets every
passerby with happiness. Drexel’s very first therapy
dog, Jersey, spends his working days meeting with
students at the Drexel Recreation Center. This calm and docile
four-year-old Carolina mix plays an extremely important role
for Drexel students who may be uneasy to talk about mental
health. Stressed, upset or simply dog-loving students are welcome to visit Jersey three days a week at the Rec Center during
the designated hours set by Kathryn Formica, Jersey’s owner
and the coordinator of student fitness and wellness. More than
just adorable, Jersey has helped students open up about the
stress of life at Drexel and how they deal with their emotions.
When students go in to see him it’s not with the purpose of
having a counseling session. “It’s really to find some stress relief, find some comfort,” Scott Sokolowski, a staff psychiatrist at
the Drexel Counseling Center, explained. No matter the level
of attention students seek, there is an outlet. “Having him on
campus is a great step, first and foremost, to allow students to
have an outlet for managing stress.”
Along with Jersey’s therapeutic services, the Counseling
Center offers an array of resources for students from one-onone counseling to support groups and a peer-to-peer helpline.
There is no problem too big or small for the experienced staff
at the Counseling Center, which is open during normal business hours with walk-in hours available. There is an on-call
counselor available on nights and weekends for any and all
emergencies.
“Most students that come to Drexel will experience some
type of stress, anxiety, periods of low mood, that don’t reach
a clinical level,” Sokolowski explained. College life is stressful
enough as it is. With social pressures, difficult courses, and the
future looming ahead, it’s no surprise that students get overwhelmed. Drexel provides a number of confidential, free resources for students. “We don’t just deal with the most severe
health concerns. We deal with everyday concerns. [Stressors]
can be very situational so when they pass, the student is done
and doesn’t need to come back in.” The peer counseling network, and more specifically the Drexel student helpline, allows
for students to call and speak to fellow students. Callers are
looking for someone to listen. No matter the situation there
is a confidential, anonymous voice on the other line. “The
phones ring the most during the beginning and end of the
term, when people are dealing with new courses and living
situations, or finals.”
Even with an array of resources for students through the
Counseling Center, many still are hesitant to seek help. “There
is a stigma that exists for counseling. There is an assumption
that you can’t handle things on your own, that you’re weak in
some way. The concern we have with people coming in is that
they can break down that stigma. Because even though there’s
that assumption, the reality is that we’re a tool,” Sokolowski ex-

plained. “If someone is having a problem with their toilet, they
call a plumber. If they’re having trouble with their car, they go
to a mechanic. It doesn’t mean you’re weak because you seek
out beneficial services.”
The stigma is being broken through
“IF SOMEONE IS HAVING
discussions about health and wellness,
A PROBLEM WITH THEIR
which is why Jersey plays an important
role at Drexel. According to SokolowsTOILET, THEY CALL A
ki, “Having a therapy dog on campus—
PLUMBER... IT DOESN’T
it’s not just the type of work he can do.
MEAN YOU’RE WEAK
Just his presence is calming. When stuBECAUSE YOU SEEK OUT
dents go in to see him it’s not with the
BENEFICIAL SERVICES.”
purpose of having a counseling session.
It’s really to go in and find some stress
relief, find some comfort.”
“Animals are a powerful influence on people. Not everyone
is comfortable with the idea of therapy,” said Sokolowski. “The
idea of talking about feelings, it can be difficult to make that
first appointment to come in. Having an outlet to make people
feel more calm and relaxed, Jersey can help to facilitate beginning to talk about this sort of thing.” As a rescue dog bounced
from a South Carolina kill shelter to the non-kill SPCA of
Pennsylvania, Jersey underwent a stressful upbringing himself.
Formica wasn’t told specific details of his past. “They say that
often times the dog can forget what happened to them, but the
owners cannot,” After a month-long adoption process Jersey
finally went to a happy home and began training for his career
in student therapy.
A quick learner, Jersey completed his therapy certification in two months, a process most dogs take over a year to
complete. Jersey underwent extensive training in order to be
qualified as a therapy dog. Training included basic obedience
and non-reactive therapy, which consisted of presenting Jersey
with food while instructing him not to eat. He also had to learn
not to react to other stressors like having his tail pulled. During
his trust training, Jersey was told to sit and stay while Formica
left the room. He couldn’t move until she returned.
Jersey is still furthering his training, and Formica is working with students to help continue his therapy education. She
encourages students to take part in helping educate Jersey by
ignoring him when they first enter the office. Initially ignoring
Jersey will discourage him from automatically approaching
students. This will allow people who are uncomfortable with
dogs to feel at ease without being afraid of Jersey.
Jersey may not fully understand his impact on the students
of Drexel, but his presence has helped students to feel comfortable with different forms of stress relief. Both the Counseling
Center and Jersey have a common goal, to encourage mental
health and wellness for all Drexel students.
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YO U TA L K I N ’ T O M E ?
“ C O M E O N B A B Y, G I V E M E A S M I L E ! ” C O U N T L E S S W O M E N A R E
O F F E N D E D B Y U N WA N T E D C O M M E N T S F R O M S T R E E T H A R A S S E R S D A I L Y .
T H E S E “ C O M P L I M E N T S ” A R E D E S T R U C T I V E , A N D AT T I M E S , PA R A L Y Z I N G
F O R W O M E N . W I T H O U T A T W O - S I D E D C O N V E R S AT I O N , T H E R E W I L L B E
N O E N D T O S T R E E T H A R A S S M E N T. R O C H E L L E K E Y H A N A N D H E R T E A M
HELP VICTIMS TO FIND THE COURAGE TO RESPOND.

ROCHELLE KEYHAN IN HER
P H I L A D E L P H I A A PA R T M E N T

COURTNEY ROSEN
LEAH BANK
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ochelle Keyhan is angry, and she’s allowed to be. The
Temple Law alumna is speaking up for the individuals who suffer harassment on the streets everyday.
Keyhan, a self-proclaimed radical feminist, previously struggled with a way to effectively talk about the subject that makes
her the most angry. Through Feminist Public Works, Keyhan
found the voice she needed to help take a stand against street
harassment. Keyhan’s previous experience at HollabackPHILLY, under the international branch of Hollaback! describes the issue:
“Street harassment is a form of sexual harassment that
takes place in public spaces… a power dynamic that constantly
reminds historically subordinated groups… of their vulnerability to assault in public spaces. Furthermore, it reinforces the
ubiquitous sexual objectification of these groups in everyday
life… It is an expression of the interlocking and overlapping
oppressions we face and it functions as a means to silence our
voices and ‘keep us in our place.’”
Keyhan first encountered the international non-profit
Hollaback! while volunteering for a different organization and
assisting HollabackPHILLY with their 501(c)(3) filing. Hollaback! was founded in New York City in 2005. Today, the organization has 71 branches in 22 cities across the country. Hollaback!’s mission is to take the power away from the harassers
by documenting, mapping and sharing incidents of street
harassment. Keyhan served on the board of administration
for Hollaback! Inc. and as both the Treasurer and Director of
HollabackPHILLY.
Keyhan believes that street harassment starts at a young
age, specifically kindergarten. She explains that most children
learn by example, mimicking and following the role models
in their lives. She preaches the importance of teaching young
boys to respect females in order to develop positive morals.
Keyhan stresses the “entitlement” street harassers feel toward their subjects, similar to a lion ready to attack its prey.
“Street harassment is the gateway to other crimes such as rape
and physical violence. Street harassers gauge the reactions
of their victims to absolve themselves and to see how much
they can get away with,” she explains. While many believe
that street harassment is not a legitimate issue, it minimizes
the mobility of millions of victims each day. She clarifies the
severity by explaining, “If one feels uncomfortable in their
surroundings, it may inhibit their likeliness to work, therefore, hindering their earning potential, economic stability and
mobile independence.”
Keyhan shares that street harassment, formerly known as
“street mashing,” has been around since the 1700’s. Ever since
women were visible in public spaces, as opposed to being in
the home, they have been vulnerable to harassment. However, when “street masher” was a common term, men were put
into the spotlight for their actions and prosecuted accordingly.
In more recent history, the issue was ignored for years until
the 1980s when the term was renamed street harassment. A
common misconception of street harassment is that women
are “asking for it.” In the 1700s, women’s ankles were seen as
scandalous and tempted men to make crude remarks. While
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the fashions over time have changed, wearing revealing clothing still often results in some unwanted catcalls. Clothing is a
medium for expression of one’s self and in no way an invitation
for harassment.
“ S T R E E T H A R A S S M E N T I S T H E G AT E WAY T O O T H E R
CRIMES SUCH AS RAPE AND PHYSICAL VIOLENCE.
STREET HARASSERS GAUGE THE REACTIONS OF
THEIR VICTIMS TO ABSOLVE THEMSELVES AND TO
S E E H O W M U C H T H E Y C A N G E T AWAY W I T H . ”
Street harassment will not disappear overnight. However,
Keyhan urges victims to speak up. She is an advocate for trusting your intuition, being aware of your surroundings, keeping
in mind some harassers may have different forms of mental
illness that contribute to their actions. Keyhan counters by
stating, “If you feel comfortable, by all means, educate them
by speaking up and saying how uncalled for and unattractive
their behavior is.”
Keyhan and her organization has made great strides to
improve the situation of street harassment. The organization
strives to educate the community through marketing. HollabackPHILLY issued advertisements in SEPTA stations, made
possible by WorldWide Visionaries and the Women and Girls
Foundation of PA, and interviewed people’s reactions to controversial posters. Keyhan shared, “My shining moment was
while interviewing a teenage boy who promised to support the
cause and spread the word. It was amazing to see the start of a
conversation.” Keyhan has also petitioned Comic Con events
such as: San Diego Comic Con, New York City Comic Con,
Dragon Con and Stanley Comic Con. She saw a window for
a new harassment policy. With help from Geeks for Consent,
they produced a guerrilla marketing event that helped to improve the policy at Comic Cons. As a result, Comic Con created an app to raise awareness about harassment.
HollabackPHILLY’s accomplishments continue with the
creation of a comic book that illustrates conversations of gender-harassment in public spaces through three different characters named Red, Yellow and Blue. The comic is translated
into eight languages and has been a very successful tool for the
younger male demographic in both middle and high school.
Keyhan stresses the importance of the workshop’s format,
“Mixed gender workshops have been the most beneficial tactic to educating the public on the topic. By giving the younger
audience a comic book, they can unpack and absorb the seriousness of the topic on their own.” She says the mixed gender
workshops are beneficial because they allow the boys to see the
negative impact street harassment has on their female peers.
In early 2015, Keyhan left HollabackPHILLY to lead Feminist Public Works. With the help of the ambitious, passionate,
knowledgeable and inspiring Keyhan, the organization will
continue to help give a voice to the victims of street harassment
and better their lives in the City of Brotherly Love.
feministpublicworks.org
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UNITE
FOR HER
A N O R G A N I Z AT I O N P R O V I D I N G
C O M P L E M E N TA R Y B R E A S T C A N C E R
AND WELLNESS PROGRAMS TO
WOMEN OF ALL AGES.

MADISON CARROLL
MADISON CARROLL
TRICIA TOWNSEND

“T

hings are only a little hectic,” laughs Unite For Her (UFH) founder
Susan Weldon, as she arranges to celebrate her father’s 93rd birthday, her 27th wedding anniversary and her 10-year anniversary of
being cancer-free. These are relatively small events on Weldon’s upcoming
timeline, which is generously sprinkled with organizing massive fundraising events, lectures and in-hospital wellness education days. This is all in addition to her day-to-day grind as a mother of three (five, including two mischievous dogs) and president of a rapidly growing organization providing
alternative breast cancer treatments to women in every stage of their fight.
When asked to define “alternative,” Weldon is quick to note that the
treatments UFH provides are adjunctive—not meant to replace the rigorous
medical treatments that patients receive in a hospital, but rather complement those treatments to provide for a more comprehensive physical and
emotional healing. Through annual and bi-annual Wellness Days, Unite For
Her brings women in participating hospitals tools to heal, empower and restore their bodies and minds as they fight the battle Weldon was first introduced to ten years ago.
These tools, which the founder first researched in her own quest for
healing, include weekly boxes of local organic vegetables, gym memberships, massage therapy, nutritional counseling, acupuncture, and personalized yoga instruction—services totaling over $2,000 per patient. While
information regarding these sessions is distributed through the hospitals to
their newly diagnosed breast cancer patients, those who hear about Unite
For Her’s programs outside the participating hospitals and women who are
deeper than a few months into their battle are not out of luck. Fundraisers
and word-of-mouth referrals bring in a lot of questions about how UFH can
expand their outreach.
Unwilling to turn away women who express interest in their services,
UFH has developed several grant opportunities to accommodate those outside of their participating hospitals, as well as women who might already be
cancer-free but struggling to recuperate. “Our Path To Healing Grants are
like a Wellness Day in a box. We send all the materials—the vouchers [for
services], the CSA shares, the yoga mats, cookbooks… They get everything.”
Now serving 14 hospitals in and around Philadelphia, Unite For Her has
helped thousands of local women through their battles with breast cancer. As
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SUSAN WELDON, FOUNDER AND
PRESIDENT OF UNITE FOR HER.

opposed to many now mammoth organizations, the rapid growth in Unite
For Her’s impact has not affected the quality and intimacy of the care they
provide. “While the women we help and hospitals we partner with are growing in number, we remain a very small, local, hands-on organization. You
can see where all the money is coming from, and it goes right to the women.
That’s what we take so much pride in,” says Weldon. This intimacy is a key
element to the founder, who still picks up the phone when patients call with
questions about Unite For Her. “I want to be able to do that. I don’t want an
answering machine—I don’t want to press one or press two. I’m able to talk to
these women, share my experiences and tell them how we can help.”
The foundation has remained so intimate in part due to Weldon’s own
personal experiences with the disease. “I was blindsided,” she says, reminiscing on her own diagnosis. “I felt great. I didn’t believe that I was sick.”
Weldon notes, still in disbelief, that there are women coming into their program as young as 23 years old. “You see these women who are young and
seem to be doing everything right, and they’re just blindsided.” Faced with
a number of difficult decisions following her diagnosis, Weldon proceeded
to have a bilateral mastectomy, which was successful in removing a 5-centimeter tumor. Miraculously, the cancer hadn’t spread—but the struggle had
just begun.
“It wasn’t until the chemotherapy that I really felt sick… hot flashes, bone
pain, neuropathy, headaches… And this was all part of the standard of care.”
It was then that Weldon began looking into different ways of nourishing the
body in distress. Nutrition education and yoga helped comfort her in many
of the ways that traditional medicines had been falling short. Learning and
mastering yoga breathing techniques helped her proceed through the darkest days. “At this point, I was losing a lot of weight—I looked like a 12 year old
boy. I had lost my womanhood. They don’t tell you that’s going to happen.”
Weldon reacted by continuing to dive deeper into learning about wellness communities and complementary therapies, of which acupuncture
finally proved to be the most immediately impactful. “I couldn’t believe it

wasn’t offered in the medical standard of care. I thought, how did we not
know about this?” After starting acupuncture treatments toward the end of
her chemotherapy, Weldon wished she had known to utilize this powerful
mode of healing earlier in her treatment. Whether it was the bone pain,
headaches, hot flashes or exhaustion, acupuncture helped dramatically with
all these side effects. “I walked into [my acupuncturist’s] office completely
broken. No confidence—nothing. Just broken. And he was the one who was
piecing me back together. We worked on one thing at a time.” Within four
weeks, Weldon’s hot flashes—which had prevented her from sleeping and
ultimately healing—decreased from twenty-per-day to six, and soon disappeared altogether.
Between the nutritional counseling, yoga and acupuncture, Weldon had
mapped out her path to post-chemo healing; however, it came at a steep
cost. At about $100 per session, acupuncture can be quite expensive. Yoga
and basic nutritional counseling can also grow into a heavy financial burden. “I was very lucky,” Weldon remarks as she recalls the moment when she
realized she could help others get the same treatment, but without the price
tag. At a yoga event on the steps of the Philadelphia Museum of Art, she
began talking to a young woman sitting across from her. “She was bald, and
my hair was just coming back—I told her she would get through it, and she’s
going to be where I was. She asked me, ‘How did you get so well? You look
so good.’ And I told her all the things that I did.” The woman then began to
cry. “She said, ‘I have no money—I could never afford that.’”
It was that day that Weldon decided to start her non-profit. “I wanted to
start something that allows women to get this healing that I’ve been fortunate enough to have. I wanted to figure out how to get it into the standard
medical community.” This moment was a mere five years ago. Unite For Her
has since established a number of successful annual fundraising events, including the Pink Invitational—now one of the nation’s largest gymnastics
meets—a 5K, a fashion show and a sustainable farm-to-table chef ’s tasting
event, all of which raise significant funds to provide complementary and
complimentary treatments to thousands of women. The latter event is espe-
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cially representative of their broader mission to help women of all ages and
health to live, eat and feel better. “Breast cancer is a disease and prevention
is key. We [survivors] don’t want our daughters going through what we’ve
been through.”
First and foremost, Weldon stresses that what we put in and on our bodies plays a major role in the possible prevention of not only breast cancer,
but a whole array of maladies. Navigating the booming world of organic
goods and tricky nutritionist lingo can be overwhelming… GMO? Organic? Gluten-free? All-natural? What do these things really mean? And why
should I care? UFH seeks to educate and empower women to take back control of their diets and reject the artificial and carcinogenic ingredients that
are injected into a large chunk of our food supply. While it seems complicated, investing in organic, sustainable, no-nonsense ingredients is actually
about simplification. Resident nutritionist Katie Cavuto offers invaluable
advice to disregard trendy and oftentimes unhealthy dieting, and instead
focus on moderation and eating whole, organic, seasonal foods—which is
surprisingly simple, once you know how to find the right ingredients and
meals for your budget. Cavuto’s updates on Unite For Her’s blog offer a
quick and easy way to become more aware of these ingredients and how
to use them.
In their daily quest to urge both men and women of all ages to move
towards “healthy upgrades,” Unite For Her’s blog also offers recipes for
making easy tried-and-true DIY beauty and health products. Their resident
“Glamorganic Goddess” Danielle Messina provides helpful illustrations and
enlightening data to educate even the busiest blog-reader about the healing
properties of various honeys, oils and spices, and how they can be combined
to wash your hair, clean your face and salt your bath. With these seemingly
small but accessible and empowering initiatives, UFH demonstrates a broader idea at work in their mission: that there are always new paths to wellness
and healing to be discovered and shared, and we can all afford to take part.
uniteforher.org

UNITE FOR HER HELD THEIR 2014
P E N N M E D I C I N E W E L L N E S S D AY
IN THE BEAUTIFUL AND INSPIRING
G R E E N H O U S E S O F T E R R A I N AT S T Y E R S .
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I F M A R K E T E R S W E R E R E A L L Y B E I N G H O N E S T,
YOUR SHAMPOO BOTTLE WOULD BE LABELED
TOXIC. BUT INSTEAD, WE ARE KEPT IN THE
D A R K A B O U T W H AT W E A R E R E A L L Y P U T T I N G
ON AND INTO OUR BODIES. PRODUCTS WE
U S E E V E R Y D AY C O N TA I N A N E X T E N S I V E L I S T
OF INGREDIENTS, WHICH IS ESSENTIALLY IN

PRISCILA MACHADO

A F O R E I G N L A N G U A G E . W E ’ V E G AT H E R E D T H E

JACLYN FLEURANT

B E S T A L L - N AT U R A L D . I . Y. B E A U T Y P R O D U C T S T O

JOANNA FERENCE

H E L P Y O U S TAY B E A U T I F U L I N S I D E A N D O U T.

D E OD ORANT
Like many products in the personal hygiene
aisle, deodorants come an overwhelming variety
of forms, scents and brands. You can get odor
protection for 24 to 48 hours while smelling like
‘wild rose,’ ‘nature fresh,’ or ‘sheer silk.’ Nearly all
deodorants contain aluminum, a metal that helps
to block sweat. While it’s an effective ingredient,
aluminum has been linked to breast cancer and
Alzheimer’s disease. Despite studies suggesting
this link, aluminum is not recognized as a carcinogen. Another harmful chemical found in deodorant and many beauty products is parabens, a group
of synthetic preservatives that are easily absorbed
into the skin and could have negative effects on
your endocrine system. Propylene glycol, a petroleum-based substance is also found in deodorants,
as well as phthalates, a chemical that is linked to
the disruption of hormonal communication, and
triclosan, a pesticide, according to the FDA. But
let’s face it, it would take a lot for us to forgo our
favorite deodorant. Fortunately, there are healthier
options out there that won’t harm your body for
the sake of smelling cucumber fresh.
You will need:
3 teaspoons of coconut oil
3 teaspoons of baking soda
2 teaspoons of shea butter
2 teaspoons of arrowroot(optional)
Essential oils (optional)
Directions:
1. Melt the shea butter and coconut oil in a mason jar over a small sauce pan with water. Use
medium heat and turn it off after the shea butter
has melted.
2. Remove from heat and add baking soda and
arrowroot. Mix well.
3. Add essential oils and put it in a glass container to let it cool. After the mix has been cooled and
become solid you may insert it in a deodorant
dispenser for better application.

D I Y SH AMPOO
If you only knew about the harsh ingredients
lurking inside your shampoo you would be
stunned. Unintelligible words are printed under
the ingredients: Sodium Lauryl Sulfate, Sodium
Chloride, Ammonium Laureth Sulfates, Isopropyl Alcohol, Cocamidopropyl Betaine and
Citric Acid. The harsh chemicals inside most
shampoos are masked with misleading market-
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ing. “For healthier, softer, shinier looking hair!”
they say, but does it really take seven chemicals
to get these results? Specifically, Sodium and
Ammonium Laureth Sulfates are known cancer-causing ingredients. These harmful carcinogens can impact your skin, eyes and respiratory
system. Isopropyl Alcohol is another harmful
ingredient, derived from petroleum. This chemical compound is commonly found in wood finish and shellac. Because it is an alcohol-based
ingredient, it is extremely drying and will strip
your hair of the natural oils, leading to breakage
and hair loss. Although it does make your hair
look clean in the short term, it is very damaging in the long run. Despite these harmful ingredients, there are countless shampoo recipes
out there that offer all natural ingredients, safe
for all hair types. The most praised of all natural shampoo recipes at the moment is pH balanced. What is the importance of pH balance?
Bacteria is produced on your scalp after using
a product with a higher than 7 pH, which strips
away your natural acidic sebum. Our body naturally produces acidic sebum to fight off bacteria,
ranging in pH from 4-7. This 100% organic DIY
will work wonders for your hair and balance the
natural pH range.
You will need:
1 can of coconut milk (or about 1 ½ cups)
1 ¾ cups pure aloe vera gel
Optional: Essential oils
Directions:
1. Mix both ingredients in a bowl using a wire
whisk.
2. Pour mixture into ice cube trays (about two
full trays).
3. Put in the freezer and let it sit for a few hours
until frozen.
4. Once frozen, you can keep them in the containers or transfer them into a bag or container.
Work into the scalp and then move toward the
ends of your hair. Let it sit for 30 seconds or so
before rinsing. The shampoo will not lather; adding more will not make your hair “more clean.”
A little goes a long way. Any remaining shampoo
should be put back into the fridge for later use.
Shelf life of each cube is 1 week in the fridge.
Note: Try this recipe out a few times before judging it entirely. It is likely your hair will be a little
greasy for the first couple of times before it gets
adjusted.

SUNSCREEN BAR
Wearing sunscreen is a must. Whether it is summer or winter, the sun is our worst enemy when it
comes to aging and melanoma. Up to 90 per cent
of aging is caused by external factors, mainly sun
exposure. Also, up to 86 percent of melanomas
can be attributed to ultraviolet radiation from
the sun. Regardless, you have to make sure you
are protecting your skin with the right products.
Most sunscreens include harmful ingredients,
so although they protect your skin from sun exposure, they are harming your body. The most
dangerous ingredient found in almost every sunscreen is Oxybenzone. This ingredient not only
penetrates the skin, causing allergic reactions, but
also disrupts hormones because it acts like estrogen. The Federal Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention have detected Oxybenzone in over 96
percent of the American population. Researchers
noticed higher levels of Oxybenzone in samples
collected from participants during the summertime. They conclude that increased sunscreen use
during the warmer months could explain this.
To avoid chemicals and potential carcinogens in
regular sunscreen, making your own is the safest
way to go.
You will need:
1 cup of coconut oil
1 cup shea butter, cocoa butter or mango butter
(you can choose to mix all three!)
1 cup beeswax
2 tablespoons (or more) of non-nano zinc oxide
Optional: few drops of vanilla or essential oil for
scent (exclude any citrus oils!)
Directions:
1. Combine all ingredients (except zinc oxide and
essential oils) in a saucepan with 1 inch of water
in it.
2. Turn the burner on and bring water to a boil.
Stir ingredients until melted.
3. Remove from the burner and add zinc oxide
powder and essential oils.
4. Gently stir until oils are mixed.
5. Pour into molds (use baking cups) About 12
baking cups should do.
6. Let the lotion cool and keep at room temperature. For longer storage, put in the fridge or freezer.
Optional: 1 tsp of Vitamin E oil
Note: Adjust coverage according to your needs!
The goal is to protect your skin, so it is important
that you are paying attention to how much coverage your skin needs to avoid getting burned.
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ANY THING
YOU CAN DO,
I CAN DO...
AL MOST

JOCELYN QUAILE
LEAH BANK
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itness trends come and go at a brisk pace,
with each trying to become America’s
favorite workout. But who has the time
to try all of these crazes and determine which
workout is the right fit? Whether you’re an avid
exerciser that enjoys being physical on a daily
basis, a workout novice who prefers to curl up
in front of the TV rather than curl a few dumbbells or any level in between, our team is doing
the legwork for you. Don’t worry, we’re not sending out a bunch of meatheads to report back and
recommend the toughest, butt-kicking routines
around. We’re sending out our dynamic duo,
Josie and Julia, to give the honest truth on a few
of the latest fitness trends.
Josie Quaile is a Division 1 athlete at Drexel
University and a captain of the Varsity Women’s
Lacrosse team. Her physical level is high as she
engages in exercise activities for about 22 hours
each week. Josie’s workouts are sport specific
as she completes lifting programs in the weight
room before heading out to the field to run
sprints and work on skills. She is given one day’s
rest per week but is expected to be in top shape to
compete at the premiere collegiate level.
Julia hasn’t played a sport since her intramural days in elementary school, and let’s be real,
she was only in it for the social aspect. Her physical level is low as she spends only three hours
a week in dance class. Burpees, dumbbells and
biceps are simply a foreign language to Julia.
She’s hoping her brief time practicing yoga several years ago will at least keep her from breaking
a limb. Our team is prepared to share the good,
the bad and the ugly. With a fitness guru and an
exercise novice, we will help you determine if any
of these trends are worth your while.

Our first workout is SkyRobics, a trampoline
aerobics class at SkyZone Moorestown. Trampoline workouts are not only an efficient way to
burn calories, but also to strengthen the heart. It’s
a low impact workout and a great option for those
looking to save their joints while having fun!
Upon entering SkyZone, our team felt like
little kids again with the urge to jump on everything. Trampolines lined the entire court, floors
and walls. It was the adult version of a play palace. Once 8 PM rolled around, it was game on!
The SkyRobics instructor centered herself in the
trampoline field and students surrounded her
for a quick warm-up. After a few basic warm-up
jumps, the class was instructed to complete a series of circuit exercises and sprints.
Doing squat jumps on trampolines is not as
easy as it looks. By the end of the class, our team
was sweating and panting, a sign of an effective
workout. If you’re worried about looking foolish
and falling, don’t sweat it. Almost every student
ate the tramp at some point during the class.
Josie loved the unconventional style of the
class and was beaming from ear to ear the entire time. Although it wasn’t a hard-core cardio
training session, she still got a good burn going
at some points in the class. Julia found that the
trampoline made certain exercises more challenging and modified them when necessary. She
thoroughly enjoyed the class, though, because
the excitement of the trampolines disguised the
fact that she was actually working out!
After the class, the instructor explained that
she sees improvement in those who attend the
class regularly. “It has two major benefits, improving cardiovascular health and also detoxification of the immune system. It’s a really fun way

to get out and just be active.” From locations across the US and the world,
SkyZone can help you jump your way to a healthy lifestyle!
Next up, aerial yoga. Yoga classes come in a variety of forms but aerial
yoga is one of a kind. It combines traditional yoga principles and poses with
acrobatic elements. Working in suspended silk hammocks, students experience decompression in the body and an increase in flexibility.
Our team experimented with this form of yoga at Kaya Aerial Yoga in
Philadelphia. The hanging yards of colorful fabric grab your attention as
you enter the small but functional space. For the yogis out there, this class
began as most other yoga classes do, with an emphasis on turning inward
and finding a deep and soothing breath. The students wrapped their bodies
up like gigantic butterflies in cocoons and tuned out the chaos of daily life.
Gradually moving through poses and interacting with the fabric, the
class incorporated backbends, hanging stretches, floor stretches and inversions. It’s not uncommon to hear a giggle throughout the class. Although the
poses are intended to look effortless, many students were less than graceful
trying to transition in and out of the positions. For those of you who cannot
touch your toes, you might encounter some difficulties. Josie and Julia quickly got the hang of it, and were embracing the experience by fully engaging
in the floating positions. The hour-long class ended with everyone’s favorite
yoga pose, savasana or “corpse pose.” The fabric becomes a true hammock
and supports every curve of your body while it hangs heavily in the air.
Josie and Julia left the class feeling refreshed. Julia was excited to find
that this class was more her speed and challenged her to strengthen muscles
she hasn’t used in a while. Josie benefited from the stretching aspect of the
class but admitted that, in certain inverted positions, she felt like her eyeballs were going to pop out of her head. Kaya Aerial Yoga, owned by Harrison Wright and Leyna Schaeffer, offers other unconventional yoga practices
such as AcroYoga, Hip Hop Vinyasa Yoga and CORE Aerial Yoga. The
foundations class is a good start for those looking for a unique experience
that isn’t out of reach. Our team highly recommends this type of workout,
no matter what level.
Up until now you might be thinking, these workouts sound like a lot of
fun, but are they really going to help make me stronger or more fit, or even
make me break a sweat? For some, bouncing around or hanging out in a
cocoon of fabric might not cut it. For those people, we have an answer: Michele “Muscle Mechanic” Rogers’ butt kicking H.I.I.T. it Hard class. High
Intensity Interval Training, also known as H.I.I.T., consists of short, intense
bursts of exercise with active rest (a lighter and easier exercise) or complete
rest between intervals. H.I.I.T. is known for the ability to pump out an effective workout in a short period of time. This type of exercise routine will
kickstart your metabolism by getting your heart pumping with cardio and
strength exercises.
H.I.I.T. it Hard was, well, hard. You get the hint when you sign up for
a class at Relentless Fitness in Center City that has the intensity built right
into the name. For you beginners out there, this is an advanced class and
should not be attempted without proper introduction and practice of the
exercises. With that being said, Julia had some obstacles to overcome.
The class began with a quick, dynamic warm-up. Students jogged and
stretched in place to loosen up their muscles and get their hearts pumping. When the class description states that there is little to no rest, they’re
not exaggerating. Students were instructed to jog in place while receiving
directions on the next steps in the workout. In case you are doubting the
intensity, many of the students participating in the class were other fitness
instructors at Relentless.
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First on the agenda was a strength circuit. The circuit consisted of hang
cleans, inverted push ups, medicine ball push ups, kettlebell squats, tricep
ring push ups, rope climbs and stability ball crunches. If any or all of that
was a different language for you, this is not your kind of class. The students
pumped out fast reps of each exercise for 30 seconds and ran over to the
next station to continue the circuit. After 12 minutes of reps, even Josie was
sporting a good sweat. Julia needed to modify all of the exercises and was
already counting down the minutes to the end of the class.
The second portion of the class was A.M.R.A.P. (as many reps as possible). The students were to complete as many rounds as possible in eight
minutes. One round consisted of 10 burpees, 20 body squats, 20 bicycles
and 10 up/up down/downs. A friendly competition emerged as Rogers kept
count of how many rounds each student completed. Josie kept up with the
regulars, although her five rounds were bested by those who completed six.
Julia used this time as an opportunity to slow it down. She completed three
rounds.
With one more section of the workout to go, Julia began to feel lightheaded and decided to sit the cardio session out. Josie continued on to
complete 20 seconds on and 10 seconds off of squat jumping jacks, switch
jumps, high knees and sprints in place. Twenty seconds might not seem like
a long time, but at the end of eight minutes and four rounds, 20 seconds is a
lifetime. A unanimous sigh of relief and exhaustion was let out as students
felt a sense of accomplishment at the end of the class.
For those looking for a less intense experience at Relentless Fitness,
Rogers recommended their Ladies’ Hour and Relentless FIT classes. As a
rule of thumb, if you’re looking for a workout that is going to give you results, go to Relentless Fitness. Leave any laziness at the door, and prepare for
an experience that is effective and worth your time.
So now there are no excuses. Whether you’re looking for an hour of
muscle mashing, some time to relax while hovering or even a chance to just
bounce around, it’s worth it to get off the couch and just do something. Get
out there to try something new and what’s the worst that could happen?
You might actually love it?

L O C AT I O N S

SKYZONE: INDOOR TRAMPOLINE PARK
2834 Route 73 North, Maple Shade, New Jersey
856.235.4411
skyzone.com/moorestown
KAYA AERIAL YOGA PHILADELPHIA
225 Quarry Street, Philadelphia
215.550.5344
kayaaerialyogaphiladelphia.com
RELENTLESS FITNESS
249 South 10th Street, Philadelphia
215.351.6260
relentless-fitness.com
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SABRINA’S CAFE
227 North 34th Street, University City
Sabrina’s Cafe, located in the heart of Drexel University’s campus, is a huge
hit when it comes to the local breakfast scene. Their Classic French Toast
sets the standard for all traditionally stuffed french toasts. Homemade farmer cream cheese for the center, paired with fresh strawberries and bananas,
gives the dish a whole new taste, especially once the vanilla bean syrup is
added. With students and families alike making up the loyal fanbase, Sabrina’s constantly updates its brunch specials seasonally. With over-the-top
creations and a fresh take on classic items, the Sabrina’s customer will always
leave “stuffed.”

2

CAFE LIFT
428 North 13th Street, Loft District
This is the spot for all dessert lovers. Unlike most places, this BYOB serves
brunch every day, and the choices are to die for! Specializing in European
delicacies, a crowd favorite is the Cannoli French Toast. With thick challah
bread drenched in cinnamon and vanilla, this meal will have you fooled for
the real deal. Paired with a scoop of homemade ricotta filling, along with
pistachios, chocolate shavings and caramelized bananas, this french toast
satisfies the ultimate sweet tooth. Even though you might end up in sugar
coma, this breakfast is worth every single calorie.

3

HICKORY LANE BISTRO
2025 Fairmount Avenue, Fairmount
Apple pie for breakfast? Why not? Hickory Lane Bistro’s Apple Pie French
Toast is one to fawn over. This Philly hangout combines a classic apple pie
with a breakfast favorite. In between the four slices of fresh brioche bread,
the chef fills this pastry-like concoction with spiced apples, giving it that
sweet and savory taste. The combination of spiced apples, maple caramel
sauce, golden raisins and pie crust will have you begging for another slice, er
bite. Dessert for breakfast has never tasted so good.

4

SAM’S MORNING GLORY DINER
735 South 10th Street, Bella Vista
This “finer diner,” located in Bella Vista, uses the freshest ingredients to
make their decadent creations. From fruity to sweet, their Monkey French
Toast aims to please all tastes. Instead of a traditional stuffed french toast,
this flavorful creation is filled with caramelized bananas and mangoes instead of a typical cream cheese. Finishing off that sweet flavor is a caramel
syrup topping along with fresh whipped cream. If you want that classic diner
ambiance with great food and great people, this is the place to go!

5

GREEN EGGS CAFE
719 North 2nd Street, Northern Liberties
This local hot spot is the pinnacle of overindulging yourself for breakfast.
With multiple locations throughout the city, Green Eggs Cafe is known
for creating extreme variations of classic breakfast dishes. Their Tiramisu
French Toast is a dessert lovers dream. Not only does it have homemade
ladyfinger cookies underneath the fresh challah bread, but it is drizzled with
mocha maple syrup and has a scoop of sweet chantilly cream on top. They
finish off this creation with chocolate covered espresso beans for that extra
jolt. With some seriously amazing french toast, Green Eggs Cafe won’t have
you questioning where the ham is.
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TAY L O R B L A I R
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It’s Monday morning, but already my attention
is focused on Saturday brunch. With mimosas
on my mind, I’m checking out Yelp for my next
midday feast, and the extensive planning begins.
Apple pie stuffed french toast? Yes, please. Obviously the cannoli french toast is a must.
More and more people are taking the time to
enjoy a mid-afternoon treat. People plan when
and where to spend their money and their calories each weekend. Innovations in breakfast are
not only a trend, but an obsession. Chefs are being challenged to think outside the box in every
way possible. Always on the hunt for insanely
sweet french toast splurges, Instagram has led us
to the best of the best of Philly brunches. These
five popular brunch spots, based on popular
@philadelphiafoodie Instagrams, aim for decadence over nutrition. Now dig in.
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ARE YOU SACRIFICING MORE THAN TIME AND MONEY BY
USING YOUR CURRENT PAYMENT SOLUTIONS PROVIDER?
Global Exchange bridges the gap between secure foreign exchange for your firm’s

B U R G E R B R AW L

internal payment workflow, making us the industry leading provider in international
business payment solutions.

craftoholicanonymous.etsy.com

As an expert international business payments provider dedicated solely to foreign exchange and payment processing, Global Exchange lessens the cost and burden when remitting payments internationally. Our process ties into your current workflow while adding the ability to remit, track, report and
view payments in real-time.

• ONEStepSM Workflow Solution
• Direct Invoice Processing,
Imaging and Retention

Great gifts for all ages
and affordable prices!

J E N N A T R O T TA
JOHN BERNARDO
JOANNA FERENCE
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• Acrylic Tumbler Cups
• Monogrammed Items

SERVICE • SECURITY • SOLUTIONS
GEXCHANGE.com| 800.682.2187

Experts in International Payment AND Check Elimnation Solutions

• Metallic Foil Prints
• Engagement Gifts
• Housewarming Gifts
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hiladelphia is an all-American city that embraces its love for greasy
foods in a variety of ways. One culinary event has taken the art of
burgers to a new level: the Philadelphia Burger Brawl, which is an
annual competition to find the best burgers in the city while raising money
for local public schools.
After a visit to their son’s school, Rob Wasserman, owner of Rogue,
500 Degrees, and The Saint James restaurants, and his wife Maggie were
inspired to use their experience in the restaurant industry to grill up some
good grub. Like many public schools in the city, the technology available to
the students at Meredith Elementary School in South Philly was outdated.
With the help of some friends and fellow restaurateurs, the Wassermans
created the Burger Brawl, and has brought together the city’s love for food
while helping to transform education for the young students of the Philadelphia School District through technology.
The first Philadelphia Burger Brawl, held in 2011, raised $15,000 and
was attended by over 300 burger junkies. After four short years, the event
has expanded tremendously. In 2014, over 2,600 attendees sampled 50 of
the city’s best burgers, helping to raise over $100,000.
The money raised has funded new computer labs throughout the
Philadelphia public school district. In late 2014, the charity donated
$900,000 to fund a literacy program at Andrew Jackson School in South
Philadelphia and the Ziegler School in North Philadelphia. The schools
will receive new Mac computers, iPads and interactive programing to aid
students in various history and science lessons.
The Philadelphia Burger Brawl brings together the city’s top restaurants
for a showdown no foodie should miss. Participating restaurants create
gourmet sliders in hopes of winning the title of best tasting burger.
Attendees sample endless burgers with oozing cheeses, unconventional
toppings, and even funnel cake buns.
Both official judges and attendees cast their vote by leaving a provided
token at their favorite burger’s station. By the end of the all-day event, the
winners for People’s and Judge’s Choice are announced. With so many
delicious sliders to try, the Burger Brawl is an endless buffet to satisfy
anyone’s taste buds while giving back to the local community.

• Automated Payables Solution
-Eliminate Checks

• Seamless Integration into
Industry Specific Software

With Global Exchange you get invaluable experience and a
personalized business partnership with real people and expert
services - because the business of foreign exchange is what we have
been doing for 20+ years.

• Notecard Sets

BURGERS FROM BOBBY’S
B U R G E R PA L A C E : T H E FA M O U S
CRUNCH BURGER, THE
PHILADELPHIA BURGER,
AND THE BOBBY
BLUE BURGER.

• Online Interface and Secure
Data Protection

Best Seller!

“I WOKE UP LIKE THIS”
TUMBLER CUP

The 5th annual burger
brawl will be held June
14th, 2015. But you
don’t need to attend
the event to try some
of the best burgers
in town. Check out
previous top contenders
from this mouthwatering competition.

• Invitation Design
A Cambridge Company

AVA N C E
1523 Walnut Street, Center City
Juicy lamb burger, topped with red onion
marmalade and chunks of feta cheese.
BLUE DUCK SANDWICH CO
2859 Holme Avenue, Mayfair
Blend of pork roll and chuck meat, topped with
a quail egg, sriracha mayo sauce, all slammed
together in a potato bun.
LUCK Y’S L AST CHANCE
4421 Main Street, Manayunk
Breakfast burger with a blend of meats
smothered in peanut butter and crunchy bacon,
served with a side of house made jelly.
BO BBY’S BU RG E R PA L AC E
3925 Walnut Street, University City
Santa Fe burger, juicy angus beef topped with
cheese, pickled jalapenos, blue corn
tortilla chips, and crunchy potato chips.

J E A N N E W TO N
concierge service

meal preparation • food shopping • errands
home showing preparations • event decor
event planning • office assistance
jlnewtonservices.com • 215.378.0431
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We still might wonder where is the best place to start this journey into
the world of wine? According to McCaulley, tasting as much as possible is
the best starting point. And that’s where I began, with the wine of the night:
Chenin Blanc, or in my more basic terms, a white wine. The class and I
tasted three varieties of Chenin Blanc, one from France and two from South
Africa. Prior to taking a sip, we learned about the geography and history of
the Loire Valley, or the “garden of France,” where ancient volcanic limestone
and chalk is still present in the soil. “Tasting is very important. You can
read about everything and study it all, but if you read about Chenin Blanc
you only get it a little bit. If you taste it and study it, you can really pull it
together. You have to have the experimental factor which brings it together,”
says McCaulley.
After tasting three wines of the same type of grape from three different
areas, I understood how soil and climate can affect the taste of the final wine.
“One of the things we say is the more we taste like with like, like you did with
the Chennin Blanc, the more you’re going to put things into perspective.”

FROM VINE TO VINO

I may not be a master sommelier yet, but I am on my way. “On the most
basic level, we try to have a curiosity with wine,” McCaulley explained to me,
and I have to agree with him. So, cheers, have fun studying.
WA N T T O L E A R N M O R E ?
The Philadelphia Wine School offers a wide variety of courses ranging from
beginners to food pairings.
vinology.com
The Pinot Boutique, located at 227 Market Street offers top-notch courses as
well as the chance to shop for any vino accessories you may need after class.
pinotboutique.com
Tria’s Sunday School allows diners to try new wines, beers and cheeses at a
discounted rate.
triacafe.com

L E A R N T O TA L K T H E TA L K …

T H E FI RST ST EP TO B ECO M I N G A W I N E S N O B IS L E A RN I N G

WINE 101

T H E L I N G O. ST U DY T H IS L IST O F T ER M S A N D S H OW O FF AT
A NY D I N N ER PA RT Y O R H A PP Y H O U R.

A M E L I A H O L L I D AY
JOANNA FERENCE

ALICIA GOFF

Give the wine tartness.
Helps balance the wine—too much
and the wine is sharp and harsh, but
too little and the wine becomes dull
and “flabby.”

ACIDS /

W

hen it comes to getting a formal education, not many of us
think of our barstool becoming a desk chair. More and more
students are becoming conscious of their knowledge, or lack
thereof, of the wine they drink. We all like to drink it and pretend we are
sophisticated, but in reality we’re sipping a $2.31 wine from Trader Joe’s
out of plastic wine glasses. With informational courses about the geography of wine offered at universities around the country, there are a number
of options for anyone interested in learning about wine. Whether you’re a
wine novice who doesn’t know the difference between Franzia and a vintage
bottle, or an enthusiast who summers in Sonoma, there is always something
to learn about wine.
The amount of information out there is overwhelming. A simple Google
search of “wine basics” renders millions of results. So where to begin? I visited a tasting hosted by Tria for their staff and spoke to the wine director, Michael McCaulley. Tria Cafe, a Philly hotspot with locations in Rittenhouse,
Washington Square and the Tria Taproom, focuses on ever-changing wine
and beer lists served by a well educated staff.
McCaulley’s background is in education, but working his way through
college at fine dining establishments piqued an interest in wine. His work
and studies helped him earn scholarships and experience in a number of
other countries. “I realized that people [in Europe] weren’t treating wine
the way we were in the United States. We were putting it up like a trophy
on a pedestal. In Europe they were treating it like an intrinsic part of their
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culture. Or the thing that brought them around the table. Or the thing that
went with their cuisine.”
Tria is a great place for a beginner to experiment with wines. The staff is
encouraging and helpful. Says McCaulley, “A diner may say… I’ve had Pinot
Grigio before, so I’m going to have Pinot Grigio at Tria. The better question
is, ‘Hey, I’ve always had Pinot Grigio, what should I have that is different?’
And I can say, ‘Oh you’ve gotta have this.’ And that’s more of our mission, to
educate and get the guest interested in trying something new.”
At the most basic level, the creation of wine comes from a simple equation: sugar (grapes) plus yeast equals alcohol and CO2. The variety of grapes,
plus a number of other environmental and production factors come together to create wine.
Catherine Peyrot des Gachons, a winemaking consultant in the Pennsylvania region, got her start in viticulture, or winemaking, in college in France.
“I worked mostly harvesting grapes in Burgundy while doing my studies. It
was very much about making a little bit of money in something that seemed
adventurous to me.” Her biology degree, and later Wine Science PhD, combined the application of science and winemaking. According to Peyrot des
Gachons, “Everything comes from the grapes really.” From choosing the grape
variety to planning harvest times based on weather forecasts, there are a number of steps that go into the creation of wine. The grape variety, soil, climate,
farming practices and production create the final product from vine to vino.
Depending on how these factors interact create the different varieties.

How much
the wine makes you pucker, is based
on how much tannin the wine has
absorbed from the grapes. The more
acidity to the wine, the more you
pucker.
ASTRINGENCY /

This refers to how thick
the wine is. A light bodied wine is
thin and can be more comparable
to apple juice, medium body is
full flavored but still not too heavy
(most comparable to a grape juice),
and a full bodied wine is your
vegetable juice of wines, thick with
flavor. Generally, the lighter bodied
the wine, the more a person can
consume.

BODY /

The taste at first sip
of a wine considered to be complex
is going to be different than the taste
at the end. Different flavors and
aromas come through at different
points in the experience of tasting
the wine.

COMPLEX /

Fruit, sugar, acid
and tannin. All of these things must
balance in a perfect way to complement each other. One flavor is not
anymore dominant then the others.
Think of your morning cup of coffee,
you have to get the coffee-to-creamand-sugar ratio just right.

BALANCE /

DRY VS. EXTRA DRY VS.

A dry wine is lacking
sweetness in taste, an extra dry wine
really lacks sweetness and a brut is
the driest of the dry.
BRUT /

F I N I S H / This is essentially the
aftertaste. The fuller the body of
wine, the longer the finish.
F L O R A L / In a floral wine you
can catch hints or smells of certain
flowers in bloom rather than the
traditional fruit. Some of the most
popular include honeysuckle, rose,
lavender and lily.
HARD /

Too much tannin.

Oak barrels expose the
wine to different levels of oxygen.
Depending on the kind of barrel,
different flavors can be achieved. An
oaky white wine will have hints of
vanilla and cream while red is given
a spicy or toasted taste.

OAKED /

Tannin gives the
wine a grip. Think about the
flavor gripping your mouth and not
wanting to let go. The more tannin,
the more of a grip and the drier it
leaves your mouth. The tannin is
found in the stems, seeds and skin of
the grape, and it creates a textural
sensation from the wine. White wine
doesn’t normally carry any tannis
but red is quite the opposite.

TA N N I N S /

L E G S / When the drop of wine
that gets lost in the pour drips
down, it creates legs. The thinner the
leg the higher the alcohol content in
the wine.
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S AY G O O D B Y E T O T H O S E T I N Y A B E R C R O M B I E
POLOS AND WORNOUT UGG BOOTS
WITH THIS FOOL-PROOF GUIDE.
WA R N I N G ! E X C U S E T O P U R C H A S E N E W C L O T H E S I N S I D E .

D

CLOSET
CLEANSE
JOSIE QUAILE
JOANNA FERENCE
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o you have a closet full of clothes yet nothing to wear? Are you sick
of your wardrobe but have a hard time parting with it? Are you still
holding onto that dress that you’ve had for years just because you
think it might come back into style?
A “yes” to any of these questions means you are in violation of a chaotic
closet. It’s time for a closet cleanse to both rid your wardrobe of unnecessary clutter and to refine your personal style. We all have reasons and
excuses for keeping items that we no longer need. Maybe they bring back
memories, they used to fit, or you’re hoping to one day have the perfect
place to wear them.
Well, get over it! The reality is, these clothes are just taking up valuable
real estate. It’s time to bite the bullet, face the music, and just do it! On the
other side of your disheveled closet is an organized and stylish wardrobe
that inspires you to get dressed every morning.
So, how do you start? Step one is to carve out some time to tackle this
mountain of a task. With a killer playlist, a bottle of your favorite wine and a
good friend, you can turn a depressing experience into something productive and refreshing. Be sure to account for the time it takes to dispose of or
donate your garments. You can ambitiously pump everything out in one day
or you can fill your entire weekend with this fashion frenzy.
Next, it’s important to label three bags: Toss, Donate and Sell. These bags
will carry out the fate of your clothes. Once you make your decision, go with
it and don’t second-guess yourself. This is not a negotiation. Now, all that is
left is to dive right in!
When deciding what to do with garments, keep in mind the reason you
are doing this. Do you need more space? Are you starting a new chapter in
your life? Do you want to revamp your style? When you define your reason,
question each garment to see if it fits your new outlook. It’s also important
to ask yourself the following: does this fit? If not, don’t say “Well, you never
know.” Get rid of it! Have I worn this in the past year? Two years? Come on,
get serious and toss it or donate it. Will I ever wear this again?
Saving any item for an occasion that is probably never going to happen
is a waste! Give it to someone who needs it. Is this currently in style or does
it reflect my personal style? If I were shopping right now, would I buy this?
Stay true to your personality and only keep items that reflect your style. Do I
feel comfortable and confident wearing this? Stop defending a garment just
because it’s cute. Uncomfortable clothes sit in your closet for years as pretty
souvenirs but, let’s be honest, they will never serve a true purpose.

If you are torn between donating and tossing, consider the condition of
your items. No one wants the ripped, stained and dingy jeans that you wore
to every rock concert as a teen, even if they are free. Donate clothes that are
clean and will be treasured by those receiving them. In general, you should
be tough and objective during this process. Scrutinize each garment with a
critical eye and don’t worry, your clothes will forgive you.
Once you’ve separated garments into three bags, take care of them right
away. Leaving the bags sitting in the basement for “another week or two”
will only tempt you to go tearing through them to pull out items you’ve already deemed unworthy. In Philadelphia, there are many places to donate or
thrift, each with different policies. When donating, find an organization that
is important to you. The Purple Heart, Planet Aid, The Career Wardrobe and
Goodwill are all reputable organizations to work with. Donationtown.org is
a quick way to schedule a pickup for your donation and has a list of available
charities in your area.
These are all easy ways to support the local community and donation
centers while feeling good about handing off some of your possessions.
Don’t forget—donating is free, environmentally friendly and tax deductible.
Consignment shops are an option that make getting rid of your designer
items a little less painful for both your heart and your wallet. Most consignment operations offer 40 to 60 percent of their selling price back to the seller
with a display period from between 30 to 90 days. If your product does not
sell, many stores will either keep the item as a donation or will offer it back
to you. Some of the best consignment operations in Philly include Once
Worn Consignment, Wilbur: Vintage and Designer Clothing and The Attic
Manayunk. It can’t hurt to try to get a few extra bucks to put toward the new
wardrobe that you now are able to build.
When reviving your wardrobe, be patient. There is no rush to fill up the
space that you just spent priceless time and energy clearing out. Start with
the basics. Slowly begin to replace the old and tattered tees that you had to
throw out. Staple items will always be in style and can be accessorized in
an endless number of ways, proving them worthwhile investments. As you
replenish your closet, take steps in the right direction to support the work
you’ve recently done. Buying something that won’t fit after one wash but that
you simply can’t pass up is not productive, nor is purchasing a gown for an
imaginary black tie event you may have at some point in the future. Keep
your closet functional, practical and filled with pieces that you can truly
have fun with and enjoy!
D O N AT E

CONSIGN

THE CAREER WARDROBE
21 South 12th Street
careerwardrobe.org

THE ATTIC MANAYUNK
4335 Main Street
atticclothes.com

GOODWILL
2601 Front Street
goodwill.org

ONCE WORN
CONSIGNMENT
906 North 2nd Street
oncewornconsignment.org

PLANET AID
drop-off bins located
through out Philadelphia
planetaid.com

WILBUR: VINTAGE AND
DESIGNER CLOTHING
716 South 4th Street
wilburvintage.blogspot.com

THE PURPLE HEART
picks up donations
from your front door
purpleheartpickup.org
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FILL YOUR
FRIDGE
FOR $50

THE DAILY GRIND

KEY

•

• MAKE

ON THE GO

M U L T I P L E AT O N C E

BRE AK FAST
OMELET CUPS

S T O R E , C R I N G I N G A T C H E C K - O U T, O R C O N F U S E D I N
T H E K I T C H E N , T H I S A R T I C L E I S D E D I C AT E D T O Y O U .
WE’VE BROKEN DOWN YOUR NEW GO-TO MEALS
FOR A WEEK OF DELICIOUS, HEALTH CONSCIOUS,
B U D G E T- F R I E N D L Y E AT I N G . W I T H A S E T G R O C E R Y

(4 SERVINGS)

container of egg whites
¼ onion (diced)
¼ pepper (diced)
handful of kale (chopped)
black pepper
Insert liners into cupcake pans and add diced onion, diced pepper, and kale in pan tins. Fill pan
tin most of the way with egg whites. Bake at 350˚
for 20 minutes.

W I T H S O M E PA N T R Y B A S I C S A N D W I T H O U R F O O L PROOF GUIDE YOU CAN FILL YOUR FRIDGE FOR $50!

PARFAIT

FREE

CHICKEN PESTO BAKE

SNACKS
(3 SERVINGS)

••

L I S T Y O U ’ L L R E A L I Z E C O O K I N G AT H O M E I S A S E A S Y
AS ONE, TWO, THREE. STOCK UP YOUR CABINETS

• GLUTEN

D I NNE RS

••••

IF YOU’VE FOUND YOURSELF LOST IN THE GROCERY

• V E G E TA R I A N

(3 SERVINGS)

•••

3 large boneless chicken breasts
2 tomatoes
4 tbsp of pesto
1 cup of shredded mozzarella cheese

guacamole
left over pita
salt
olive oil

Trim the fat from chicken breast and lay on a baking dish. On top of the chicken spread your pesto
then lay your sliced tomato and sprinkle cheese
on top. Bake at 400˚ for 30–40 minutes.

Brush pita with olive oil and sprinkle with salt.
Toast pita and cut into slices.

LETTUCE WRAP BURGER &
SWEET POTATO FRIES (2 SERVINGS)

1 head of kale
2 tbsp melted coconut oil
salt
pepper

•

yogurt of your choice
granola
fruit
Place helpings of your choice into a bowl.

GUAC & CHIPS

½ pound ground beef
4 leaves lettuce
slice of tomato
sliced onion
2 heaping tbsp of guacamole

KALE CHIPS

Spread kale on baking sheet and sprinkle coconut
oil, salt and pepper evenly throughout and bake
at 350˚ until crispy for about 20 minutes.

ALICIA GOFF

LUNC H

J U L I A PA C I T T I
JOANNA FERENCE

SWEET POTATO FRIES

QUINOA SALAD MIX

(3 SERVINGS)

••••

PA N T RY B A S I C S

G R O C E RY L I S T

coconut oil
olive oil
salt
pepper
garlic powder
onion powder
chili powder
peanut butter
honey
quinoa
vanilla
mini chocolate chips

1 lb. chicken breasts/ $5
1 lb. ground beef / $4
1 box of oats / $3
12 oz. pita bread / $2
1 head lettuce / $1.80
1 onion / $.80
3 tomato / $1 each
1 pepper / $1
1 container of guacamole / $4
2 sweet potato / $1
1 fruit of your choice /$4
1 bag of kale / $1.50
1 can of diced tomato / $1.70
2 cans of beans / $1 each
1 jar of pesto / $3
1 pint of egg whites / $3.40
1 bag of shredded mozzarella / $3.80
1 container of yogurt / $4

quinoa
kale
tomatoes
beans
peppers
onions

LETTUCE BURGERS

Make ground beef into 2 patties and season with
salt and pepper. Cook patties in the oven at 350˚
for 20 minutes. Top with tomatoes and onion and
wrap in lettuce.

Cook quinoa, bring water with dash of salt to a
boil and let simmer for 15-20 minutes until water
has absorbed. Let quinoa sit while chopping up
tomatoes, peppers and onions. Fluff quinoa and
add ingredients.
CHICKEN PITA

Cut and peel sweet potatoes into ¼ inch strips.
Toss in oil and seasonings of your choice. Lay
on baking sheet and bake at 450˚ for 20 minutes
turning occasionally.

(3 SERVINGS)

•

½ sliced large chicken breast (from Chicken Pesto
Bake, see Dinners)
1 pita bread (cut in half )
1 leaf of lettuce
2 tbsp of guacamole
½ tomato (diced)
sprinkle of mozzarella cheese

CHILI

(2 SERVINGS)

•••

½ pound ground beef
1 can of diced tomatoes
1 can favorite beans
1 small onion (diced)
1 tbsp chili powder

GRANOLA BITES

••••

¼ cup coconut oil
¼ cup honey
¼ cup peanut butter
½ tsp of vanilla
2 cups of oats
¼ cup mini chocolate chips
Melt coconut oil, honey and peanut butter on low
heat in saucepan until it is melted and creamy.
Slowly stir in vanilla and pour the mixture over
the oats in a large bowl. Let mixture cool for 10–
15 minutes and then stir in your mini chocolate
chips. Take tablespoons and press into a ball with
your hand. Store in a closed container.

Cook ground beef in stock pot (medium high
heat, stir frequently) until brown. Add the rest of
your ingredients and stir. Bring to a boil and then
reduce heat to medium low. Cover and simmer
for 15 minutes.

Stuff ingredients into pita and toast if desired.
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10 CURES FOR THE
COMMUTER BLUES
ALICIA GOFF

1

SEAN CLARK

JACLYN FLEURANT

It gets pretty repetitive. You sit down on your train or bus, take a look at the characters
around you and put your headphones on. The duration of your ride is spent hitting ‘skip’
over a shuffle of songs and staring out of the window at the same scene. Don’t forget, you
will do this a second time today, another two times tomorrow and every day for the rest
of the week. We get it, some can be productive and others just want to get through the
time as quickly as possible, so we came up with a list of ten things for you to turn this
hassle into an opportunity to be enthused! We hope you will find your commuting personality, whether you’re the gamer, socialite or bilingual social media stalker.

Corporate Recovery
and Forensic Services

Humans of New York?
No, Humans of your
Daily Commute. Trains
and buses can hold
some very interesting
people. Start your own
book of pictures or hey,
get really into it and
try and start your own
social media page.

Focusing on the Success of Your Business
The professionals within CBIZ MHM’s Forensic and Financial Services Group have
decades of experience which add valuable insight to your client matters. You can
count on us to deliver results that meet your forensic, litigation, valuation and
bankruptcy needs throughout New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania and Delaware.

2
Breathe in, breathe out. Meditate and attempt to
relax even with strangers uncomfortably close.
Simple breathing exercises can immediately alleviate
unwanted negative thoughts.

3
Talk to the person next to you, go ahead,
make a train buddy.

4
Plan your meals for the week and instantly turn
into the next Rachel Ray.

Litigation Support and Expert Testimony • White Collar Crime • Family Law
Lost Profit Analysis • Integrity and Oversight Monitoring • Bankruptcy Services
Creditors’ Rights • Valuation Advisory • Forensic and Investigative Accounting
5
Wine-o? Health geek? Video-gamer? Coffee connoisseur?
Make a point that everyday on the train or bus you will
find a new fact about your “topic” that gets you excited!
And start a journal. Soon you will be a pro!

Esther DuVal , CPA, CFF – Co-Practice Leader & Managing Director
212.790.5850 • eduval@cbiz.com

Gary B. Rosen , CPA, CFE, CFF, CVA, CGMA – Managing Director
212.790.5879 • grosen@cbiz.com

www.cbiz.com • @CBIZNewYork

© Copyright 2015. CBIZ, Inc. NYSE Listed: CBZ. All rights reserved.

Charles M. Berk , CPA, CFF, CIRA – Co-Practice Leader & Managing Director
212.790.5883 • cberk@cbiz.com

8
Go ahead and twitter stalk and don’t you even dare feel
guilty. We all do it, even if it’s your ex or the random
kid that sits 4 rows ahead of you in class. Don’t be
afraid to really go deep into their history.

6
Have you always wanted to learn another language?
Now you have the time! This is a great time to invest
in a language program. And make a goal, learn 5 new
words every ride.

9
If half of your time in the morning is spent trying
to figure out your outfit, plan ahead! Take the
time to mentally sort through your closet and
pick out your outfit for the next day, but don’t
forget to check the weather.

7
Angry birds? Tetris? Candy crush? Get addicted,
you have the time.

10
Take a peek at the person’s phone next to
you or eavesdrop on your seat buddy’s phone
conversation. We all need a little bit of someone
else’s drama. You never know the break-up or
love story you might catch.
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# OVER IT
T H E R E M U S T B E S O M E T H I N G O U T I N T H I S W O R L D T H AT Y O U F E E L
S T R O N G L Y A B O U T. S O M E T H I N G Y O U C A N N O L O N G E R S T A N D ,
SOMETHING YOU WISH WOULD DISAPPEAR AND SOMETHING YOU ARE
S I N C E R E L Y O V E R . D O N ’ T W O R R Y, Y O U ’ R E N O T A L O N E . W H E T H E R I T ’ S
P E O P L E , P L A C E S O R M A T E R I A L I T E M S , W E A R E J U S T S O O V E R I T.

“ S O , W H AT A R E Y O U R C A R E E R
P L A N S A F T E R Y O U G R A D U AT E ? ”

W A I T, W H Y C A N ’ T Y O U G I V E M E C H A N G E ?

M Y C U R R E N T P L A N F O R P O S T G R A D U AT I O N

W H Y I S T H AT M A N R A P P I N G T O T H E

INCLUDES SIPPING A MIMOSA ON A STRANDED
I S L A N D , F A R AWAY F R O M T H E R E A L W O R L D .
W H A T WA S Y O U R Q U E S T I O N ?

#POSTGRADLIFE

S E P TA

ENTIRE TRAIN CAR?

WHY DOES IT

SMELL LIKE URINE?
#EW

“BAE”

FLORAL HEADPIECES

Y O U D O N ’ T E V E N K N O W W H AT I T M E A N S …

A R E Y O U AT C O A C H E L L A ? N O ? T H E N L O S E T H E

BEFORE ANYONE ELSE.

FOREST ON YOUR HEAD.

#OBVI

I T ’ S S TA R T I N G T O W I L T A N Y WAY.
#FRESHFLOWERSONLY

Drexel
MEDIA
&
r
s
ADesign
t

ANIMATION & VISUAL EFFECTS ARCHITECTURE ARTS ADMINISTRATION DANCE DESIGN &
MERCHANDISING DIGITAL MEDIA ENTERTAINMENT & ARTS MANAGEMENT FASHION DESIGN
FILM & VIDEO GAME ART & PRODUCTION GRAPHIC DESIGN INTERACTIVE DIGITAL MEDIA
INTERIOR DESIGN INTERIOR ARCHITECTURE & DESIGN MUSIC INDUSTRY MUSEUM LEADERSHIP

Y O U R P E R F E C T LY C U R AT E D
I N S TA G R A M A C C O U N T

H A S H TA G S
#CAN #YOU #PLEASE #SPEAK #IN

I T C A N N O T P O S S I B L Y B E I N S TA N T

#FULL #SENTENCES #?...WE’RE ALL

# I N S TA J E A L O U S

E D U C AT E D H E R E , R I G H T ?

PHOTOGRAPHY PRODUCT DESIGN SCREENWRITING & PLAYWRITING TV PRODUCTION & MEDIA
MANAGEMENT TELEVISION MANAGEMENT

www.drexel.edu/westphal
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